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Research is conducteti to obtain a greater understanding

of induced hull vibrations and, more specifically, to define

the role of hull stiffness in such phenomena.

Available methods for the prediction of vibratory

response to propeller, slam and wave excitations are evaluated.

The methods embrace the formulation and solutions of the equa-

tions of vibratory motions , computer programs for the dynamic

problem, and the computations of the excitation forces and the

structural and hydrodynamic characteristics of the ship . The

work scope is limited essentially to the vertical vibration of

the main hull.

Parametric analyses are presented which include the cal-

culations of the propeller slam- and wave–induced vibrations of

three ships with their hull stiffness varying from 40 percent

below to 40 percent above the as-built stiffness . The three

ships are a 249, 300 DWT tank ship, the Great Lakes ore carrier

“STR. EDWARD L. RYERSON” and the 544 ft. general cargo ship

“s. S . MICHIGAN. “ Design trends are developed with respect to

characteristics that influence ship stiffness and vibratory response .

Propeller-induced main hull vibrations for all three

ships do not appear to be effected by variations in hull stiffness

Slam-induced vibrations seem to increase and decrease as stiffness

increases and decreases . The tank ship and the Great Lakes ore

carrier appear to be prone to wave-induced vibration, and in-

creased hull stiffness has a beneficial effect on limiting the

response.

Further research is required which would lead to eng-i -

neering methods for the estimation of propeller excitation forces

and slam loads which can be used to predict vibration during the

design stages.

Literature on wave-induced vibration is limited and the

subject deserves significant research effort. Both vertical and

lateral vibration must be covered. Particular attention should

be paid to the effects of forebody and afterbody shapes and

damping.

An evaluation is required of the existing methods for

the estimation of added mass and damping to assess their validity

over the complete range of frequency .
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background and Objectives

The structure of a ship hull is most complex and must

absorb a variety of static and dynamic loads . Further , much

uncertainty prevails with respect to the. nature (location,

frequency of occurrence, periodicity, magnitude) of these loads.

Under these conditions , it has been natural for designers of

ship structure to rely heavily on semi-empirical methods rooted

in past experience . This approach has been possible because the

evolution of ships (including types , size, proportion, materials ,

power machinery) has been gradual, requiring extrapolation from

the data base in small steps only.

However , within the last decade , these methods are

beginning to prove inadequate due to the relatively sudden demand

for much larger, faster and different types of ships . The lack

of past design data and experience with these ships has made it

necessary to develop and refine analytical design procedures .

The new trends in ships are, of course, a result of the changes

in the economics of marine transportation, the emergence of new

types of cargo (containers, LPG, LNG, etc. ) and the availability

of high-powered machinery, and a wider variety of structural

materials . In addition to the changes in size, form, speed and

type, we must add the trends to lighter scant lings brought about

by improved coatings , high-strength steels, better knowledge of

loads, etc.

These trends have resulted in structural and hydrodynamic

characteristics of the ships that are beyond the range of past

experience . This in turn has resulted in unexpected changes in

their response to both static and dynamic loads (waves , slamming,

propulsion-system machinery) . As can be surmised, all this has

brought about new problems , or more correctly, problems that

were not so important in the past have now become more important.

The implications to the designer are that he must have a much

greater understanding of the phenomena that determine both the

dynamic loadings and the structural response of the ship.

The various aspects of the changing trends have directly

or indirectly influenced the basic stiffness of the ship ‘s main

hull - the knowledge of which is vital to so many considerations

in ship design such as hull deflection, stress , metal fatigue,

human comfort, and loads applied to nonstructural components such

as piping and joiner bulkheads . A most important consequence of

the trends in hull stiffness is the change of the vibratory

response of the primary structure. This applies to Great Lakes

ore carriers , to tank ships as, well as container ships and other

vessels .
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These prevailing trends in ship designs have provided

the background to the Ship Structure Committee’s Project SR 214,

“Hull Flexibility Criteria Study” reported here . Its main objec-

tives were to evaluate the currently available methods for pre-

dicting ship vibrations and to conduct research to obtain a

greater understanding of induced hull vibrations and, more speci-

fically, to define the role of hull stiffness in such phenomena.

The induced vibrations referred to are the result of the following

types of excitation:

1. The steady excitation by propulsion system machinery

2. The transient excitation of the hull by slam loads

3. The random excitation of the hull by waves

The problem of ship hull and propulsion-system vibration

has been the subject of extensive research since the latter part

of the 19th century. As ship propulsion plant size and power

have grown over the years , the hull vibration induced by the

propulsion system has also increased and the problems associated

with this excitation source have become more pronounced. In

addition, the higher propulsive powers have enabled ships to

maintain moderate speeds in adverse weather, thus encountering

a higher incidence of slamming and slamming damage .

Another factor that has influenced the dynamic behavior

of ship structures is the trend to larger and longer ships . In

general, the trend to larger ships has resulted in a lowering of

the natural frequencies of vibration of the ship, sometimes

bringing the fundamental frequency of vertical vibration into

the range of wave-encounter frequency for waves with significant

energy, and thus subjecting the ship to an additional source of

dynamic excitation. This situation, too, is aggravated by addi-

tional ship speed since a higher ship speed will allow resonant-

encounter frequencies to occur with longer and larger waves ,

which possess greater potential for dynamic excitation.

1.2 Work Scope

,.

Ship vibration may involve only local structure or the

main hull girder. Local vibration may be excited by the main-

huil-girder vibration, and the presence of local vibration can

alter the vibratory response of the main hull girder. The main

hull can experience vertical, transverse and torsional vibrations.

1-2



Rotating machinery and marine shafting systems are

subject to torsional, lateral (whirling) and longitudinal

vibration. These vibrations can be excited by the engine,

propeller, or main hull vibration.

The investigation of all types of vibration for both

the main hull girder and the propulsion system is a monumental

task, greater than intended herein. In addition, the modeling

techniques and calculations for the exciting forces and coef-

ficients in the equations of motion are similar for both the

propulsion system and main-hull-girder analyses . Therefore,

the discussions to follow will be limited to main hull vibration

only. However, most propulsion system analyses procedures can

be assumed similar .

Although the main hull may experience vertical, transverse

and torsional vibrations , only the vertical vibrations will be

considered here. This has been done for several reasons . First,

it was necessary to put some limits on the scope of the work.

Second, the procedures for vibratory analysis are similar enough

in all cases so that parallel conclusions frequently can be drawn.

Third, the torsional and horizontal vibrations , which are coupled

in reality, have not lent themselves very well to empirical or

analytical investigation. Finally, the vertical vibration is

generally of greater interest and most theoretical development

has been done in this area. Local structure will only be analyzed

where it is felt that its contribution to main-hull-girder vibra-

tions may be significant.

The ultimate practical value of investigations such as

those described herein is in the influence that may be exerted

on the design rules and procedures currently in existence . For

the most part, these current rules and procedures pertain to the

longitudinal strength and stiffness of the hull in vertical

bending. Thus , the emphasis has been placed on the vertical

bending stiffness of the ship ‘s main hull in this study .

The initial task of the project was to perform a litera-

ture survey and the evaluation of the available analytical methods

for the calculation of propel ler-, slam- and wave-induced vibrations

of the main hull girder . In addition to the structural analysis

methods, of course, this includes the methods for the estimation

of the excitation, ship’ s hydrodynamic and structural properties .

Evaluation required looking into several aspects of the methods ,

such as applicability of the physical principles utilized, assump-

tions, simplifications , computational effort required and the

degree to which the predictive capabilities were verified.
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The next task was to select a method for performing

parametric analysis of three ship types; namely, a tank ship,

Great Lakes ore carrier and a general cargo ship. The analysis

consisted of calculating the vibratory responses for three ships

whose hull bending stiffness was varied from 60 to 140 percent

of the as-built bending stiffness . The shear stiffness was

varied from 77 to 118 percent in conjunction with the above

bending stiffness variations .

Concurrent with the parametric afialysis , a study was

conducted to determine ship design trends with respect to char-

acteristics that influence ship-main-hull-girder stiffness and

vibratory response . These characteristics include dimensional

proportions , scantlings , hull-girder-section properties , speed

and power.

The results of the parametric analysis have been examined

to determine the influence of the variation of the main- hull-

girder stiffness on vibratory response . Further, interpretations

have been attempted to shed light on how the design trends are

influencing vibratory response .

A special effort was made to generate a comprehensive

bibliography which has been submitted to the Ship Structure Com-

mittee under a separate cover, and which will be publ i shed as SSC-250.
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2. LITERATURE SURVEY AND DESCRIPTION OF METHODS

2.1 General

The prediction and analysis of the vibratory response

of a ship’s main hull girder to various excitation sources invOlves

technical inputs from many disciplines . The study of the problem

requires knowledge of structural modeling, sources and types of

damping, propulsion system and seaway-induced loads, and criteria

for acceptable levels of vibration based on structural behavior,

machinery performance, and human tolerance of noise and vibratory

motions.

A mathematical analysis of the problem requires that an

idealization of the physical system must be synthesized, the

equations of motion written, the inputs to the equations of motion

developed, and the equations of motion solved. A large portion

of this work is of a general nature and has been developed and

refined in many separate technical disciplines . In addition,

development work in ship vibrations has been underway for many

years. Thus, the amount of development work accomplished in these

areas over the years has been voluminous and the task of con-

ducting a complete survey is a formidable one.

Thus, the literature survey has yielded an extensive list

of references on this subject and, because of the large number of

references available, only the most pertinent have been reviewed.

The information derived from the literature survey has

been broken down into several categories . First, vibratiom

analysis techniques will be summarized with regard to the formu-

lation of the equations of motion and their solution. Secondly,

the computer programs that are currently being used in solving

the dynamic problem will be sununarized. Thirdly, the methods used

in determining the computer inputs will be described. Four thl y ,

empirical methods and fifthly, existing design criteria concerning

vibrations will be discussed.

2.2 Mathematical Methods

2 .2.1 Equations of Motion

equations

beam. To

procedure

The basis for most analytical solutions to the

of motion of ship vibrations is the vibrating uniform

obtain the equations of motion of a uniform beam, the

used is to isolate an elemental length of the beam and
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indicate the externally applied forces, the inertia forces , and

the internal elastic forces. Then by summing the vertical forces

and moments about the element center of gravity the following

equation may be derivedl, 2, * for free vibration of a uniform

beam:

“5-(2 +’, )-+s5+’1%=0 (2-1)

where:

m = Mass of beam element.

I = Moment of inertia of beam element.

Ir = Rotatory inertia of beam element.

KA = Shear area of beam element.

x = Di~tan~e along longitudinal axis of beam.

v = Beam deflection (composed of both bending

and shear deformation) .

E = Young’ s modulus .

G = Shear modulus .

It should be noted that the effects of damping

are small and have been neglected in equation (2-1) .

If the rotation of the beam element and the

deflection due to shear are neglected then all terms involving

rotatory inertia and shear vanish and the well known Euler

equation (2-2) for the free vibration of long slender beams results.

2
E184v = ~

m~+—

at2 ax4

(2-2)

In general, equation (2-1) is solved by first

assuming the bar to be uniform, ignoring shear deformations and

the rotatory inertia terms, and solving the homogeneous problem.

With the appropriate boundary and initial conditions , the solution

yields an infinite number of frequencies and a corresponding

number of orthogonal mode shapes .

* See references which are given in

Section at the end of the report.

the Reference
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Alternatively, the equations of motion may be

expressed in terms of an integral equation. Making use of the

influence-function concept, the deflection and slope of the beam

are expressed as integrals of the distributed force and moment

on the beam times the appropriate force-deflection, force-slope,

moment-deflection, or moment-slope influence function. Each

influence function is derived on the basis of the boundary con-

ditions on the beam. Again, the integral equations are readily

solved only after making simplifying assumptions with regard to

rotatory inertia and shear distortion effects , and their solution

results in an infinite number of the same natural frequencies and

orthogonal mode shapes as does the solution of the differential

equations of motion.

Bisplinghoff, et. al.
3)

provide an excellent

summary of the derivation and solution of both the differential

equations of motion and the integral equations of motion of

restrained and unrestrained beams .

Another procedure for arriving at the equations

of motion of a dynamically loaded beam is through the use of

energy methods3 ) . The principle of virtual work can be employed

to develop the equations of motion simply by including the virtual

work done by the inertia forces with that done by the externally

appl~ed forces on the structure. A specialized form of this

method results in what is termed Lagrange ‘s equation. Lagrange’s

equation is applicable to structural systems in which the deformed

shape of the structure can be described by a system of generalized

coordinates and where the generalized coordinates are a function

of time.

The beam differs from the ship in two important

respects . One is that significant internal damping may exist

in the ship. The other relates to the fact that the normal

and shear stress distributions for a ship can differ signifi-

cantly from those in the beam.
4)

Much information and insight into the ship hull

vibration problem has been obtained from the study of uniform

and nonuniform beam vibration characteristics . However , it has

become increasingly apparent that the study of propeller-induced

hull vibration requires more accurate and complete information

on the higher order frequencies and mode shapes than can be ob-

tained from a study of beam-like vibratory behavior as. applied to

a ship hull. For this reason, there has been a trend towards a

more and more complex idealization of the ship hull structure so

that important subsystems of hull vibration can be modeled and

analyzed.
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It has been shown,51’’7’8’9 ’10J11) for instance,

that large areas of double-bottom structure and the associated

mass of cargo and added mass of water can be undergoing vibratory

movement that affects the main-hull- girder vibration . Other

portions of the ship that form important subsystems are tall

deck houses , large machinery components , individual decks ,

appendages, and the propulsion system. If sufficient mass is

associated with any of these systems, they will couple with

and significantly alter the beam-like vibration characteristics

of the main hull .

Idealizations of the ship hull more complex

than a simple beam have been accomplished in several ways . These

more complex schemes may require a direct solution to the

eigenvalue- eigenvector problem. In matrix notation the sets of

equations to be solved are of the following form:

[M]{;} + [c] {;} + [K] {V} = {P)

where:

[M] =

[cl =

[K] =

/;) :

inertia forces

Mass matrix.

Damping matrix.

Stiffness matrix.

Deflection vector.

Vector of externally applied forces .

In this equation the first term represents the

of the svstem, the second term reDresents the.
damping forces , the third term represents the internal elastic

forces , and on the right hand side of the equation are the

externally applied forces .

One type of the more elaborate ship idealizations

uses an assemblage of discretized beams and individual sprung

masses all of which may be corm cted to a rigid base with springs

5 20~nd linear “iscOUS dampers tO
to simulate buoyancy effects ,

simulate hydrodynamic damping (see Section 3 of this report) .

Another idealization models the ship as a lumped

mass , double elastic-axis system for the main hull and double-

bottom structure, with the deck house and propulsion system being

represented as additional mass , spring, and elastic-axis systems

coupled to the main hull . 6)

Ultimately the ship can be modeled as an assemblage

of various types of finite elements . This technique allows a very

complete representation of the ship to be analyzed.
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2 .2.2 Solutions of the Equations of Motions

In each of the idealizations of the ship hull

and associated secondary vibrational systems mentioned above ,

the equations of motion are constructed by expressing in

equation form (either differential or integral) the dynamic

equilibrium of each discretized element and generalizing the

solution of these equations by numerical solution techniques ,

usually matrix methods . These solutions may involve the con-

struction of a “dynamic matrix” which is then solved for its

eigenvalues and its corresponding eigenvectors , or it may involve

the conversion of partial differential equations into finite

difference equations which in turn are generalized for matrix

computation. Other methods solve the integral equations of

motion using various numerical integration schemes such as

weighting matrices or through various iteration schemes .

Some of the more commonly used methods of solu-

tion of the equation of motion for single-beam idealizations

of the hull are the Rayleigh-Ritz method, the lumped-parameter

method, the method of Stodola, the Holzer-Myklestadt method,

and Prohl ‘ s method. A detailed descri tion of these methods

Ymay be found in the literature .3 J 4,12, 3)

The more complex idealization methods use several

different types of solution techniques for matrix equations .

The solution techniques are not discussed here since they are

essentially mathematical procedures employed by the various

computer programs for extracting eigenvalues and eigenvectors.

Some of the large computer programs do have the c.apabillty ox

limiting the number of degrees of freedom analyzed in the solution

of the dynamic equations of motion. This allows more economical

use of computer time .

The solution of the equations of motion generally

consists of obtaining the natural mode shapes and frequencies of

the dynamic structural system. To obtain the response of the

structure to various dynamic loadings , additional analysis

techniques are needed.

The types of dynamic loading which are considered

here are propeller excitation loadings , slam loadings , and wave

excitation loadings . Propeller excitation may be considered to

be a steady-state excitation, although conditions are never so

ideal that this is actually the case . Slam loadings are transient

in nature, and analysis techniques different from those used in
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calculating steady-state response must be used. Wave-excitation

loading is of a random nature and must be evaluated statistically,

although the tools used in the statistical analysis are based on

the steady-state response of the structure to components of the

random sea.

The steady-state response of the ship structure,

regardless of complexity, is in principle easily calculated once

the natural mode shapes and frequencies of the structure have

been determined. The response of the struckure to a given steady

excitation is simply the linear superposition of the steady

response of each individual mode shape to that excitation. The

response of individual mode shapes may be obtained as if it

were a one-degree-of-freedom spring-mass system.

The transient response of the ship is also ob-

tained as the superposition of the transient response of each

individual mode shape, but may be determined in a number of dif-

ferent ways . If each mode shape is treated as a one-degree-of-

freedom spring-mass system its transient response to certain well

defined transient loads may be determined in a simple, straight-

forward manner by solution of the differential equation of motion.

Two loadings for which a direct solution is known are the unit-

impulse and the unit-step-function loading. Duhamel’s integral

is a method of obtaining the transient response to an arbitrarily

shaped impulse that is equivalent to approximating it with a

series of unit impulses , each with a different scale factor,

stacked side by side or a series of unit-step functions of varying

length stacked on top of one another.

An alternate method of obtaining the transient

response is by directly integrating the equations of motion,

expressed in generalized coordinates, by numerical integration

procedures and then converting the response in terms of generalized

coordinates back into overall ship response by replacin the

generalized coordinates by the individual mode shapes .
19)

In some analysis procedures the mode shapes and

frequencies are obtained by determining for selected frequencies

the deflected position of one segment of the ship with respect

to its adjoininq segment on the basis of assumed free-end condi-

tions and the distributed external loadin

7

and internal distribu-

tion of bending and shear stiffness .14 J 15 The equations of

motion are converted to finite .dif ference equations and solved

by matrix methods in this analysis procedure . A natural frequency

and mode shape are obtained when the proper boundary conditions
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are satisfied at the extremities of the structure . The tran-

sient response can be obtained directly with these analysis

procedures , and many nonlinearities may be accommodated.

2.3 Computer Programs for Dynamic Structural Analysis

The literature survey has produced computer programs

developed specifically for the analysis of ship vibrations , as

well as general- purpose programs which can be adapted to analyze

these vibrations . Brief descriptions of the programs follow:

2 .3.1 NASTRAN - This is a large, commercially available

structural analy~tem developed by NASA and is continuously

being improved and enlarged in scope. 16 )

The system uses a variety of finite elements

of the beam, plate and three-dimensional type . Any combination

of these elements may be used to represent one- , two- , or three-

dimensional structures with up to six degrees of freedom at each

nodal point. Also, springs and dashpots may be used to simulate

the buoyancy and hydrodynamic damping of the vibrating ship.

The system can perform either real or complex

eigenvalue-e igenvector analyses .

Transient, harmonic, and random-response analyses

can be performed using the real or complex eigenvalues and

eigenvectors .

2. 3.2 DYNAL - This large commercially available struc-

tural analysis system17) has basically the same capabilities as

NASTRAN except that only real eigenvalue-eigenvector analyses

can be performed in which the damping is specified as a certain

percent of critical damping.

2. 3.3 STARDYNE - This commercially available sYstem18)

has similar capabilities to DYNAL.

2. 3.4 GBRC 1, 2 and GBRP - These three programs
14,15 ,19,20)

are specifically intended and written for the analysis of ship

vibration. GBRC 1 provides solution to vertical harmonic

vibration, GBRC 2 for torsional-horizontal harmonic vibration,

and GBRP for vertical transient vibration.
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These programs represent the ship as a moderately

nonuniform slender beam. The problem is then set up as a set of

finite-difference equations in terms of matrices , which are solved

subject to free-end conditions for deflection, moment and angular

twist at the end of the beam.

Several types of damping can be included in the

idealization.

The ship can only be represented as a single

beam in these particular programs. Buoyancy forces and hydro-

dynamic damping can be included.

2. 3.5 SHVRS - This particular program5 ~21 I 22) was

Written specifically for ship hull “ertical “ibration with

shafting system and super-structure included and is the program

that was selected for use in this study. A detailed description

of this program may be found in Section 3 of this report.

2. 3.6 A= - This commercially available system
23)

has similar capabilities to DYNAL and STARDYNE .

2.4 Calculation of Input Data

2 .4.1 Ship Properties

2.4.1.1 Ship and Cargo Mass Terms

1. Structural Mass - The structural

mass consists of all the structure which forms the ship hull

girder and all other items which are structurally attached to

the hull girder such as deck houses and propulsion systems .

The effect of increasing the structural mass is to reduce the

natural frequency of vibration and the response to excitation,

all other parameters held constant.

2. Cargo and Non-Structural Mass -

This consists of all cargo, liquids , outfit, personnel , etc .

Where the ship is modeled as a double elastic axis (main hull

and double bottom) the cargo must be divided between the double

bottom and main hull with care. This becomes particularly dif-

ficult when the cargo is a liquid. The effects of this mass on

the vibratory characteristics of the ship are identical to those

Of the structural mass .
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3. Rotatory Inertia - For a ship cross

section in which carqo and added mass of water are included, it

is difficult to determine what part of the cross section is

effective in developing rotatory- inertia moments . Consequently,

investigat.ions have been made as to its importance24 ● 25) and it

has been found to be negligible in some cases . Ohtaka et. a125)

have found the ef feet of rotatory inertia on the natural frequency

to be negligible up to 6-7 noded modes .

2. 4.1.2 Damping Terms

There is very little known about the

damping associated with ship hull vibration. 26) The types of

damping from within the hull are the cargo and structural damping.

There is little theoretical knowledge available for calculating

these but there is empirical data available 27) from full. size

ships. Unfortunately, this measured data does not discriminate

between types of damping, since all types are measured simultaneously.

1. Structural Damping - When structural

material is c clicly stressed, energy is dissipated internally in

the material.;) It has been shown by experiment that for most

materials , the energy dissipated per cycle of stress is indepen-

dent of the frequency and proportional to the strain amplitude

squared.

For very large ‘structures such as

ships the direct calculation of this damping is impossible.

Measurements of this damping in large structures can be found

in the literature however.

2. Cargo Damping - Cargo damping can

occur as three independent

which is due to the sprung

and double bottom.

(such as in

friction of

between the

phenomena:

a. Vibration absorber type damping

mass effect of the cargo on the decks

b. Damping within the cargo itself

the shock absorbers of automobiles and internal

bulk cargo) .

c. Internal friction and movement

cargo and the ship hull.
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2. 4.1.3 Stiffness Terms

1. Bending Stiffness - The bending

stiffness can be calculated directly from the structural and

material properties of the hull. Limited superstructures should

be disregarded in the moment- of-inertia calculation of the main

hull . For vessels with extensive superstructure, a judgment

must be made with regard to their effectiveness .

Decreased stiffness will lower the

natural frequency and increase the response amplitude of the main

hull, all other parameters held constant. Bending stiffness has

a PrimarY inflUenCe on natural frequency in the lower modes of

vibration only.

2. Shear Stiffness - The shear stiffness

also can be calculated from the structural and material proper-

ties of the hull. It is generally assumed that the shear force

is taken by the continuous, vertically oriented plating members

such as the side shell and longitudinal bulkheads . More elaborate

estimations of shear stiffness can be made using energy methods .

The shear stiffness determined by the first method described

may give results considerably in error (over-estimated) .

Variations in the shear stiffness

have the same effect as variations in the bending stiffness but

are more pronounced for the higher modes of vibration.

3. Shear Lag - Shear-lag effects are

more pronounced in short, wide flanges and thus would seem to

become important in the higher modes of vibration in which the

distance between nodal points becomes short. ‘This would, in

effect, reduce the bending stiffness in the higher modes. How-

ever, it is in the higher modes of vibration that the bending

stiffness becomes less influential; and it is assumed, therefore,

that the effect of shear lag would be to reduce higher-mode

frequencies and to increase the amplitude of response, both by

a slight amount.

2 .4.2 Hydrostatic and Hydrodynamic Coefficients

The water surrounding a ship directly influences

the vibratory characteristics of the hull. The effects will

manifest themselves as terms in the mass , damping and stiffness

matrices .
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The effects due to the generation of pressure

waves in the water and those due to viscosity are normally

neglected although Hoffman and Van Hoof f 28 ) indicate the latter

may be considerable in developing damping.

The remaining dynamic effects are those due to

the nonviscous fluid motion set up by a ship vibrating in the

free surface . By making use of “strip theory” (see Section

2 .4.3.1 Wave-Excitation Forces) , these phenomena may be des-

cribed by the fluid motion set up around a 2-dimensional section

of the ship with the total effect equal to that from the

lengthwise integration of the 2-D problem along the ship length.

The resultant effects of the fluid motion about the hull are

resolved into the “added mass” and “hydrodynamic damping. “

The hydrostatic effects are those due to the

buoyancy of the ship.

2 .4.2.1 Added Mass

A vibrating ship imparts kinetic energy

to the surrounding water. That mass of water which, if vibrating

at the same amplitude and frequency as the ship, would possess

that same amount of kinetic energy is termed the “added mass”

of water. Thus , in determining the vibratory characteristics

of the ship, the surrounding water is ignored, and the “added

mass” is added directly to the structural and cargo masses in

the equations of motion.

As discussed previously it is calculated

by considering the kinetic energy in the 2-dimensional flow

about a ship section oscillating in the free surface.

Over the years various methods have been

developed for estimating this quantity for ship hulls . One of

the most important differences in the various methods is their

ability to include the effect of frequency of oscillation.

Frequency dependence of added mass only exists at lower oscilla-

tion frequencies. In the past, the prediction of hull vibratory

response has mainly been associated with propeller-induced

vibration. This phenomena occurs at the higher modes of hull

vibration where frequency dependence of added mass is small .

However, the field of rigid-body ship motion has been concerned

with the lower end of the frequency spectrum where frequency

dependence of added mass is important. As a consequence, methods

have been developed to calculate added mass for all frequencies .
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It should be noted that, for the vibratory response to wave

excitation with’ ”less stiff ships Of today, the vibratory response

has taKen place in frequency ranges where frequency dependence

of added mass is important.

The other important difference between

the various methods available is their ability to represent

the hull shape accurately . Lewis 29) presented the first “method

of calculating added mass for a series of J-dimensional forms

which closely resemble the sections of many ship types (except

notably bulbous bows , multi-hulls , or a shape with some dis-

continuity) . These have become known as Lewis Forms . Later

researchers have developed methods which can calculate added

mass for more arbitrary variations in hull forms .
30,31,32)

The various methods of calculating

the sectional added mass will now be discussed in detail . It

should be noted the added mass is not a negligible quantity

regardless of the frequency of vibration.

1. Lewis Form Method

Since Lewis presented his famous

paper on the calculation of added mass there have been extensions

to the capability of this method . The direction has been to

either compute the added mass independent of frequency for high-

frequency propeller- excited hull vibration or to calculate

frequency-dependent added mass for rigid-body ship motions use .

With any Lewis Form method the

ship section is mathematically represented by a Lewis-Form

geometric shape which has the same beam, draft and sectional

area as the ship section, but not necessarily the same shape .

This method is fast and inexpensive and gives good results for

many common ship forms .

Landweber and Macagno33 J 34) discuss

the Lewis Form and an extension of the Lewis Form to increase

its accuracy for frequency-independent added-mass calculations .

Loukakis35) gives a computer program

of the Grim method for calculating the frequency-dependent added

mass of Lewis Forms . According to Grim36 ) the method is accurate

at any frequency.

Loukakis35) gives an extension of

Lewis Forms to include bulbous bow forms also .
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2. The Close-Fit Mapping Method

In this method the ship sections

are conformably mapped into a circle by applying a mapping

function with as many coefficients as necessary in order to

get the desired accuracy.

porter 3CJ) and Tasai32) first pre-

sented this method. In theory any form of ship section can be

described and results obtained for any frequency.

Landweber and Macagno37 r 38) present

a conformal mapping technique for the calculation of frequency-

independent added mass only.

The Close-Fit mapping technique

requires significantly increased computational time, as compared

to the Lewis Form method, for the possible additional accuracy.

Of course, sections which cannot be described by Lewis Forms

can be described by the Close-Fit technique .

3. The Frank Close-Fit Source

Distribution Method

In this method, which was developed

by Frank, 33) the shape of the ship section is represented by a

given number of offset points and pulsating sources are then

distributed over the section in order to calculate the hydro-

dynamic quantities. This method in the original form gave very

accurate results over the entire frequency range except for certain

“irregular” frequencies in the higher frequency range . This can

now be avoid d by using the numerical fairing technique of

Faltinsen.3’7

This method gives accurate results

for any shape hull but like the close-fit mapping technique,

the additional computational time involved is significant.

Faltinsen40) gives a comparison

between the Frank method and others for various hull shapes .

4. J-Correction Factor

The added mass discussed above hals

been shown to vary for different modes of vibration. 29,41 ,42)

This is due to the difference in kinetic energy of the surrounding

fluid between the actual 3-dimensional motion and the 2-dimensional
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motion assumed in conjunction with strip theory. The J-Correction

Factor is the ratio of these energies . As the mode of vibration

increases exact 3-dimensional calculations have shown that the

added mass decreases, so that the values of added mass from the

2-dimensional strip theory should be reduced.

However, these researchers have

found no evidence in the literature that the procedures now

available for determining the correction factor give better

results than assuming the correction factor equal to 1.0.

5. Division of Added Mass Between the

Main Hull and the Double Bottom

As indicated in Section 2.2.1, the

ship can be modeled as a double elastic axis , one representing

the main hull and the other the double bottom. Additionally ,

in the case of very wide ships such as large tankers , it is

also indicated that division of the hull into beams representing

the sides and the longitudinal bulkheads should be considered .

Methods of determining the amount

of added mass to be considered with the double bottom, main hull,

sideshell, or longitudinal bulkhead may be found in the references

cited in Section 2.2.1.

2.4 .2.2 Hydrodynamic c Damping

Although pressure wave generation and

viscous resistance do exist, as mentioned previously they are

generally considered small and neglected. Therefore , the only

hydrodynamic damping which remains is that due to surface-wave

generation as the ship vibrates in the fluid surface. This

damping may be calculated by the same procedure as the added

mass providing that the methods can account for frequency effects ,

since at an infinite frequency of oscillation the damping will

approach zero. The methods of Grim, Frank, Porter and Tasai

discussed above are suitable for the calculation of hydrodynamic

damping.

Generally hydrodynamic damping need

only be considered for very low frequencies of vibration since,

as previously mentioned, its value approaches zero as the

frequency of vibration is increased.
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2 .4.2.3 Buoyancy

As the ship vibrates it will experience

its length which will induce buoyancy

::::::: ‘n ‘raft, aL:n7McGoldrlck 3 has indicated that the buoyancy effects

may become significant for ships with very low fundamental

frequencies .

2. 4.3 Excitation Forces

2 .4.3.1 Wave-Excitation Forces

In recent years the area of rigid-

body ship motion has received great attention and the theory

which is considered most complete is that by Salvesen, Tuck

and Faltinsen. 44) These authors have used this along with

latest modifications of the strip theory 45, 46) in determining

wave- excitation forces .

The main assumptions of the theory

are as follows :

1. Viscous effects can be disregarded,

therefore, the only hydrodynamic damping considered is that

due to the energy loss in creating free-surface waves .

2. The potential problem can be

linearized, therefore , it is assumed that the wave-resistance

perturbation potential and all its derivatives are small enough

to be ignored. This means that the free-surface waves created

by the ship advancing at constant speed have no effect on the

motion. This is reasonable for fine slender hull forms .

3. The 3-dimensional problem can be

reduced to a summation of 2-dimensional problems (strip theory

assumption) . This requires that the wave length be approximately

of the same order as the ship beam.

Further details of the theory of

wave-excitation forces can be found in Section 3.2, Method

Modification.

2 .4.3.2 Propeller-Excitation Forces

The propeller develops alternating

forces which can excite vibration in the ship hull. These forces

fall into two groups namely bearing forces and surface forces .
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The bearing forces are those which

are transmitted to the hull through the bearings . If the pro-

peller is balanced, the only bearing forces will be those due

to thrust and torque fluctuations of the propeller blades .

These arise from the propeller operating in a nonuniform and

nonsteady wake in the proximity of a boundary, namely the hull

and appendages .

The surface forces are caused by the

pressure field surrounding each propeller blade. As the pro-

peller blades sweep by the stern frame, rudder, and other adja-

cent parts of the hull structure , they cause alternating pressure

perturbations at the hull. These pressure disturbances are

caused by both the thickness and loading of the propeller blades .

1. Propeller-Induced Bearing Forces

The propeller-induced bearing forces

acting on a ship can be of two types . These are the torque and

thrust variations which can excite vibration in the machinery, and

the vertical and transverse forces and thrust eccentricity which

can excite the ship hull .

The torque and thrust variations

are generated by harmonic components of the wake having blade

frequency and multiple blade frequency fluctuation. Some

typical experimental results of these forces for a tanker are

as follows: 47,48)

a) 4-bladed propeller (even number of

blades generate large thrust and torque fluctuation) - Torque

fluctuation (first harmonic) = 6.5 percent of average total

torque. Thrust fluctuation (first harmonic) about 10 percent

of average total thrust. Another source49 ) gives torque f luc-

tuation for single-screw vessels as 10-15 percent and thrust

variations as 3-8 percent of mean torque and mean thrust,

respectively.

b) 5-bladed propeller, - Torque fluc-

tuations vary between 1.5 percent and 1.0 percent of average

torque while thrust variations are between 1.5 percent to 2 percent

of average thrust. Another reference4g) gives 4-5 percent for

torque and 3-8 percent for thrust.

The vertical and transverse forces

and thrust eccentricity developed by the propeller are caused by

blade frequency harmonic components and their multiples plus

and minus one .
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Again, some results for a tanker

are of interest. 47 748) The transverse force f Iuctuations Of

a 5-bladed propeller are twice as large as those for a 4-bladed

propeller (4-blade: horizontal 7.3 percent, vertical 7.6 percent

of mean thrust; 5-blade: horizontal 15 percent, vertical 13

percent) . The higher harmonic components of a 5-bladed propeller

are the same as those of a 4-bladed propeller while the fluc-

tuations in thrust eccentricity for a 5-bladed propeller are

considerably larger than those for a 4-bladed propeller.

Other experimental findings for

both types of bearing forces 47, 48) indicated that there was no

systematic correlation between the amplitudes of the force

fluctuation and important hull parameters . Also, fine and high-

speed ships gave rise to higher fluctuations .

theoretical methods for

predicting bearing forces
47,4; ::;;:3,51) rely on 2-dimensional

or quasi-steady theories using measured wake data. A rational

theory 51) which includes 3-dimensional unsteady flow, blade

and helical wake geometry and the distribution of ship wake or

inflow to the propeller has been developed and gives computational

results which correlate well with the limited experimental results

presented. There has recently been a further refinement of the

method. 52)

Most information regarding the mag-

nitude of thrust and torque excitations is given for the full-

power operating point. Since the propeller thrust and torque

vary approximately as the RPM 2 it SeemS reasonable to scale

the fluctuating forces in this manner for other RPM’ s .

2. Propeller-Induced Surface Forces

Although much experimental and theo-

retical work had been done in this area less has been accomplished

than with bearing forces because of the increased difficulty of

the problem.

Bre~~in, 53) T~akona~ and Jacob~54)

give solutions for very idealized ship forms which can be used

for establishing trends but cannot give results for an actual

stern configuration.

Breslin and Eng55) give a procedure

which should be capable of giving good results but at the expense

of long computational time.
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Vorus50) presents a method which

gives hull-surf ace components of the propeller. generated force

and which takes into account the vibratory response of the ship .

HUSe56) indicates that measuring of

surface forces may be impossible during experiments when pressure

transducers are fitted in hull plates of the afterbody of a ship .

This is due to vibratory motion of the afterbody and hull plates

in the vicinity of the transducer interfering with the propeller-

induced pressure.

Huse57) also presents a method for

determining the hull-surface forces by calculating the free-space

pressure field due to the propeller and then using a correction

factor to take into account the “solid boundary” of the hull in

the actual case, thereby eliminating much of the involved mathe-

matics . Some of his main conclusions are particularly interesting.

He finds skeg pressure amplitudes decrease rapidly with increasing

propeller clearance and these amplitudes can be greater than those

induced on the hull. Also, the total surface force in the

vertical direction obtained by integration of the pressure over

the afterbody is of the same magnitude as the vertical bearing

force. In addition, the phase of the vertical bearing force

and vertical surface force can be such that the two cancel

each other. This depends on the tip clearance and for other

tip clearances the phases will vary.

Cavitating propellers can seriously

increase the vibratory excitation described above .58 J 59 ~613)

2. 4.3.3 Slam-Excitation Forces

Ship slanuning refers to the phenomena

which occurs when a portion of the hull impacts the sea surface

creating large forces of short duration.

Various types of ship slamming have

been described. When the bow of a ship emerges from the water

and subsequently re-enters such that the angle between the ship

bottom and water is small, large forces of short duration are

produced. This phenomena is called bottom slamming. If the bow

of a ship with significant bow flare rapidly submerges into the

sea surface large forces of short duration are also produced

although of less severity than those of a bottom slam. Finally ,

the slapping of waves on the bow of a ship may also be considered

a form of slamming. Very little reference to stern slamming was

found in the literature by these researchers .
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The magnitude, duration, and shape of

the slam-pulse-excitation force has eluded accurate prediction

in both the experimental and theoretical fields . Most experi-

mental efforts have been aimed at predicting pressures to aid

in the design of bottom plating, but little has been done to

determine force-time histories for slams . Records of experimental

data on full-scale slams exist, and many theories of the slamming

phenomena have been developed. 61,62 J 63 )

2.5 Empirical Methods

In the study of ship vibrations , there are many uncer-

tainties in the theoretical calculation of the ship’s mass and

stiffness properties , in the nature and magnitude of the various

damping mechanisms in the estimation of hydrodynamic coef-

ficients, in the prediction of excitation forces , and in the

calculation of the response. It is natural, therefore, that

a large amount of experimental data (both model and full scale)

have been compiled in an effort to confirm estimation and cal-

culation procedures for the various parameters of interest.

These empirical methods have taken the form of model

tests on ship motions, ship slamming, propeller- excitation forces,

wave-excitation forces , and dynamic response . Full-scale tests

have been conducted to confirm response -prediction calculations

for propeller excitation, to measure slam pressures and responses ,

to investigate shafting vibration, and to obtain data on the

structural response to wave excitation.

Because of the complexity of the ship-dynamic-response

problem and the problem of scaling the structure in reasonable-

size models, the empirical methods have not lent themselves to

becoming analysis tools for the complete ship-vibration problem,

but have proved useful in the determination of various quantities

in the equations of motion, the most valuable being the exciting

forces . Applications of empirical techniques have been noted

in previous sections .

Several semi-empirical equations for the estimation of

hull natural frequencies have been in existence that require only

a few significant ship parameters and coefficients that are

estimated from experience with similar ships . The most famous

of these are the formulas of Schlick, Todd, Marwood and Burrill .
4,64)

The general form of these equations is as follows :

,-
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where:

N = Natural frequency.

C’ = Coefficient based on ship type and mode of

vibration.

I = Moment of inertia of midship section.

A ‘ = Effective ship weight.

L = Ship length.

These empirical formulas can only be used for similar

ships for which coefficients (C’ ) can be determined and usually

can only account for the lower modes of vibration.

2.6 Desiqn Criteria

Design criteria that are explicitly identifiable with

vibration and which can be actually employed in the course of

executing a commercial design are nearly n~n-existent. They are

indirectly assimilated in the primary and secondary strength and

the shafting design requirements found in the classification

society rules .

Most ship specifications do not have any numerical

values for unacceptable vibration. Generally they call for shaft-

ing calculations and calculations for the natural frequency of

the 2-, 3? 4- and 5-noded vertical vibration. This is merely to

com,pare the hull-vibration frequency with the blade frequency.

For unusual designs, owners have model tests performed

to detect adverse flow in the afterbody area , and poor wake or

cavitation which could result in unacceptable propeller-induced

vibration.

The det Norske Veritas Rules , 1974, provide limited

guidelines regarding external dynamic loading on the hull and

loca l-panel vibration. The rules have a method involving ship

length, depth and draft which permits estimating the dynamic load

at any point along the length of the ship, above and below the

waterline. A method is provided to estimate the fundamental l-mode

vibration frequency of panels to insure that it will be above the

exciting frequency due to the main engine and the propellers .

The method corrects for the added mass when the panel is par-

tially or fully immersed in a liquid.
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3. SELECTION OF ANALYTICAL NETHOD

3.1 Selected Method of Analysis

The method of analysis selected for conducting the

parametric study of stiffness effects on dynamic response is that

embodied in the computer program SHVRS. The SHVM prOgram* was

initially developed to study the effects of stiffness and con-

figuration variations in various types of dry cargo ships on the

overall response of the ship structure to both propel leu- and slam-

excitation forces . For this study, its capability was extended

to include wave-excited res,ponse.

A review of the available programs indicated that many

were capable of performing the desired evaluation, particularly

for slam- and propeller-excited vibration.

SHVHS was chosen because of a) its availability, b) the

researchers ‘ familiarity with its format and the consequent ease

of modification, c) the ease of input and parameter variation,

and d) the fact that it offered the simplest idealization of the

structure consistent with the analysis needs and the state-of-

the–art of developing input information.

The analysis procedures used by SHVRS for the calcula-

tion of vibratory response to propeller, slam, and wave excitation

are essentially those described in References (1) and (2) , with

the analysis procedure for wave-excited vibration being an adapta-

tion of the procedure for calculating steady-state response to

propeller excitation.

3 .1.1 Ship Idealization

The ship idealization used is that shown in

Figure 3-1. It consists of a double elastic axis representation

of main-hull and bottom-structure that reflects the bending and

shear stiffness properties of the ship along its length. In

addition, evenly spaced lumped masses on each axis represent

both the ship mass and the added mass of water at the mass–point

in question. The bottom-structure elastic axis is connected to

the main-hull elastic axis by rigid bulkhead links as well as by

* The purchase or use of the computer program, SHVRS , may be

arranged by contacting USS Engineers and Consultants , Inc. , -

a subsidiary of U. S . Steel Corporation
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flexible bottom-structure springs representative of the trans-

verse stiffness properties of the double bottom. This elastic-

axis, lumped–mass idealization rests on buoyancy springs with

spring constants determined by the waterplane area of the ship at

each station. Each mass point of hull and bottom structure has

one-degree-of- freedom translation in the vertical direction.

In addition to the idealization of the ship’ s

main hull and bottom structure, the shi,p idealization shown in

Figure 3-1 includes the propulsion system and a short (with re-

gard to fore and aft length) , tall deckhouse or superstructure.

The idealization of the propulsion system is intended to repre–

sent the mass and stiffness properties of the propeller, shafting,

thrust bearing foundation, and reduction gear that are influen-

tial in transmitting the oscillating longitudinal thrust forces

generated at the propeller to the main hull and bottom structure.

The inertial effects of the propulsion system are represented by

three lumped masses : one at the propeller that includes propeller

mass and added mass of water along with a portion of the mass of

the shaft, a second mass for the mid-portion of shaft, and the

third mass that includes the forward portion of the shaft along

with the effective mass of the thrust bearing and attached gear

wheel. The elastic properties of the system are idealized by

three springs , two of which are representative of shafting stiff-

ness and a third one that combines the stiffness of the thrust

bearing and its foundation. The remainder of the propulsion

system idealization consists of rigid bar links that couple the

propulsion system to the double-axis-hul l-girder model. The

attachment of. the thrust block to the bottom structure is so

arranged that any longitudinal motion of the thrust block results

in vertica 1 bending of the double bottom. The other pair of

rigid bars similarly couples the longitudinal motions of the

thrust block with vertical deformation of the main hull girder.

This mechanism therefore accounts for the eccentricity of the

propulsion system relative to the two elastic axes .

i
The deckhouse idealization is a vertical canti-

lever beam, as shown in Figure 3-1. This vertical elastic axis

is supported by a rigid base, which is attached to adjacent bulk-

head stations on the hull-girder axis by two springs . In addition,

i a Pair Of rigid bars are attached to a special coupling on the

8 rigid base, and are used to transmit inertia forces in the fore-
$

and-aft direction to the main-hull elastic axis while allowing
s

free motion in vertical translation and rotation. The two springs

at the base represent the stiffness of the main–deck structure

and may have widely differing properties, depending on whether

the deckhouse extends over transverse bulkheads or whether its

sides are continuous with the ship sides or longitudinal bulkheads .
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Above the rigid base, the deckhouse is treated

as a typical lumped-mass idealization. The deckhouse masses are

assumed to be concentrated at the deck levels, and the elastic

properties are evaluated by a standard-beam-stiffness analysis ,

including the influence of the shear distortion. The two masses

at the ends of the rigid base account for all vertical inertia

forces developed in the deckhouse, the distance between them

being chosen to represent the rotatory inertial effect associated

with the longitudinal distribution of mass in the deckhouse.

These vertical and rotatory inertia forces ‘are transmitted to the

main-hull axis by the springs representative of the stiffness of

the connection between main-deck structure and the deckhouse,

and by rigid-bar links that function in a manner similar to those

connecting the thrust-bearing foundation to the main-hull elastic

axis .

3 .1.2 Equations of Motion

The objective of any dynamic-analysis procedure

is to obtain the displacement of mass points of the structure to

the dynamic loading. This is accomplished by solving the equa -

tions of motion of the ship structure idealization. The equa-

tions of motion express the dynamic equilibrium of forces acting

on the structure, both externally and internally. The internal

forces are inertial, elastic, and damping; and the external forces

are those imposed by the environment, primarily hydrodynamic in

nature.

The dynamic equilibrium of the ship structure

may be expressed by the matrix equation: 1,

[M]{;} + [C]{;} + [K]{v} = {P} (3-1)

where the terms on the left side of the equation represent the

internal forces previously mentioned and the right side repre-

sents the externally applied dynamic loading.

In these investigations, the dynamic response

of the ship structure was evaluated by the mode -super.position

method using mode shapes that were derived for the undamped

structure. These mode shapes have been derived by solving the

characteristic-value problem
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[K](v} = @2 [M]{v} (3-2)

under the assumption that they possess certain orthogonality

properties: namely, that the mode shapes are orthogonal with

respect to the mass distribution in the structure and also with

respect to the stiffness distribution in the structure . In

equation form, these characteristics may be expressed as follows :

{L# [Ml{$n} = O

rn#n (3-3)

f$m}T [Kl(@n} = O

where { +}

stiffness

are the mode shapes and [M] and [K] are the mass and

matrices, respectively.

It has also been assumed that the damping matrix

is a linear combination of the mass and stiffness matrices , and

consequently that the mode shapes are also orthogonal with respect

to the damping distribution in the structure. If the dampinq

matrix is

where [c]

the modal

expressed as follows :

[C] = a[Ml + y[K] (3-4)

is the damping matrix , and a and y are constants, then

damping coefficient, An, may be expressed as follows:

a + ytin’
An =

Z.n
(3-5)

where ?.n is the fraction of critical damping in the nth mode and

Un is the natural frequency of the undamped nth mode in radians

per second.

The above assumptions permit the equations of

motion to be solved in a valid manner in terms of the mode shapes

and frequencies derived for the undamped system.

I f the displacements of the structure are ex-

pressed in terms of “ normal coordinates,’ , as follows :

{v} = [OI{Y} (3-6)
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where {Y} is the modal-amplitude vector, the coupled equations of

motion, equation (3-1) , may be transformed into a set of un-

coupled equations by virtue of the orthogona lity relations,

equation (3-3) . The equation of motion for each normal coordinate

is then

.,
Y +2UAY
n n .’. + ‘.2’. = ~ (3-7)

in which the following notation is used:

M=’ = {4n}T[Ml(4n} (3-8a)

2M * = { $n)TIKl{$n}
‘“n n

(3-8b)

2AniJnMn* = {On}T ICI {On } (3-Ec)

pn* (t) = {$n}T(P (t)} (3-8d)

Thus the dynamic response problem is reduced to the solution of a

set of independent, single-degree–of-freedom equations for the

time history of mods 1 response, which may then be trans formed

back to the origins 1 ship geometry through the reapplication of

equation (3-6) .

For excitation sources such as assumed point

loadings of propeller excitation, either the alternating-thrust

load on the propeller or the vertica 1 combined-surface- and- bearing-

force load, a simplified form of the generalized force may be used:

pn* (t) = ‘$Pnp (t) (3-8e)

In this case, $Pn represents the nth mode shape amplitude at the

point of loading.

3 .1.3 Solution of Equations of Motion

The computer program, SHVRS , was set up to ob-

tain the dynamic response of ship structure to two types of
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dynamic loadings – steady-state propeller-excitation and tran–

sient-slam forces. Each ty,pe of response requires a different

solution technique.

The general propeller-excitation input was

assumed to be of the form

P(t) = P. sin pt (3-9)

and the steady-state response of the nth mode to this excitation

may be written

Pn* (t)

Yn(t) = ~ (An sin Pt - Bn ..s pt} (3-lo)

where An

response

terms of

follows :

~n*un~

and Bn are the amplitude of in-phase and out-of-phase

components, respectively. They may be expressed in

the frequency ratio, Bn, and the damping ratio, an, as

1- 6n2
An =

(1- Bn2)2 + (2kn Bn)2

Bn =

2An E3n

2
(l- finz)z + (2an Bn)

3-ha)

3-llb)

The total in-phase and out-of-phase response of all pertinent

modes are obtained by superimposing the corresponding modal com–

ponents of the response. Since SHVRS calculates the response to

both vertical excitation forces of blade frequency on the main

hull in the vicinity of the propeller as well as longitudinal

excitation forces of blade frequency acting on the propulsion

system at the propeller, it is necessary to sum up two sets of

modal in–phase and out–of-phase response components . If there

is a phase difference between the vertical excitation force and

the longitudinal alternating thrust force, the second set of modal

response components is resolved into components that are in phase

with the first set of components and then summed. This as,pect

of the ,program proved to be very useful in in-putting the wave-

excitation forces for the study of the

excitation.

The bow-slam input is

loading for which the response of each

numerically. The modal responses were

3-7
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however, but were obtained by numerically integrating the equa-

tions of motion as expressed in normal coordinates. The numeri-

cal integration was performed over a series of very small time

increments by first assuming a linear variation of acceleration

from one time increment to the next and obtaining relationships

between amplitude, velocity, and acceleration of the system in

terms of their value during the preceding time increment. Initial

conditions. were chosen and the integration carried out over a time

period considerably exceeding the slam duration. Again, the

final values of ship response were obtained by replacing the nor-

mal coordinates by the natural mode shapes of the ship idealiza–

tion.

3.2 Modifications and Additions

3 .2.1 General

The basic modification made to SHVRS was that

which was necessary to enable the calculation of wave-excited

hull vibration. At first this modification consisted of merely

altering the program to accept distributed steady-state excita-

tion forces rather than the point loadings that were assumed for

the propeller excitation. This simply meant reverting to the

more general form of the expression for generalized force:

Pn* (t) = {’$n}T{P (t)}
(3-12)

where (P (t)) is a force vector for the distributed loading

instead of a point load.

Following this modification, it was necessary

to establish a frequency range over which the response to the

wave-excitation forces should be eva lusted. The validity of the

statistical-analysis procedure requires that this range be large

enough to cover all of the significant response, while the

validity of the SHVRS dynamic-analysis procedure requires that

the range be small enough that the hydrodynamic coefficients of

the equations of motion do not display large variations in

magnitude due to frequency dependence. This is necessary because

values of these coefficients are kept constant and equal to

those of the fundamental- mode frequency of the hull.

The last significant modification made to SHVRS

was the incorporation of the necessary calculation procedures

to carry out the statistical analysis of the bending moment
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response to random wave excitation as well as the equations for

calculating accumulative damage in fatigue.

3 .2.2 Basic App roach to Problem

From a review of the literature, it appears that

most wave–excited -vibratory -response-calculation procedures deter-

mine the space-time variation of wave- induced loads on a rigid,

non-heaving, non–pitching shi,p and then determine the first-

flexural-mode response of that ship to those forces over a range

of wave- encounter frequencies in the vicinity of the first-mode

natural frequency. In general then, these procedures ignore the

heave and pitch motions of the ship, the higher flexural modes

of response, and most of the hydrodynamic forces (inertia forces

being the exception) generated by the response of the ship. In

some calculation procedures the hydrodynamic damping associa ted

with the generation of surface waves is ignored, while in others

the various damping terms are rationalized to suit the calcula-

tion procedure.

The basis for the wave-excited vibratory-res-

ponse -calculation procedure incorporated into the SHVRS computer

program is that a lumped–mass idealization of the ship exists

which is capable of comprehending distributed excitation forces

that are dependent on the relative movement between ship section

and the wave surface, and that this relative movement of ship

section and wave surface may be broken down into two components :

(1) the relative movement between the wave and the still-water

ship waterline and (2) the relative movement between the still-

water surface and the ship. Thus , the wave forces due to the

wave motions alone may be treated as the excitation forces while

the forces generated by the flexural and rigid-body response of

the ship are accommodated by the ship idealization. In this way,

the modification of the hydrodynamic-force computation due to

the orbital motion in the wave (Smith Effect) can be confined to

the wave motions (excitation forces ) while the hydrodynamic

forces generated by the response are unaffected by this phenomena.

The major shortcoming in the existing version of the computer

program with regard to the wave-excited vibratory. response. calcula-

tion procedure is that the hydrodynamic. damping forces are not

properly represented in the ship response (i.e. , ship idealiza-

tion) portion of the computation procedure. This is discussed

further in Section 3.2.4.
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Wave-Excitation Forces

For use in SHVRS , the vertical force on a ship

segment resulting from relative movement between ship sewent and

wave surface was derived from the expression for the total heaving

force on a ship hull as presented by Salves en, et. al.
3) ,

{
F3=ue

ikxe-ki*{wb _ .(.emI - i~’))ck

(3-13)

- a~ eikxAe”kd* u (wem~-iN~)

i Ue

where XA, mA, and N; are values of ordinate, added mass, and

damping associated with a transom stern or similar discontinuity

along the length of the ship - apparently a correction to thin-

ship theory. As interpreted for our calculation purposes , dif-

ferentiation of the above equation yields the following expression

for the ship segment force per unit wave height :

where:

dF
La=e

ikxe-kd* <{(fi - V%’)

dx ●

dx =

a=

k=

@b =

u=

Ue =

v=

m’=

N’=

?,=

station spacing

wave amplitude

2./i

buoyant force

wave frequency

encounter frequency

ship speed, V= -U for head seas

added mass

W2X2 damping due to surface wave 9enerati0n

‘e
3

ratio of generated wave amplitude to heave

amplitude

wave length

(3-14)

The ,,eikx,, term in the abo”e equation provides the traveling

wave nature of the excitation and can be replaced by a cosine-

wave form of unit amplitude and a sine-wave form of unit ampli-

tude which when properly phased will provide the equivalent excita-

tion. Thus , the two phased propeller-excitation inputs in the

SHVRS program may be re,placed by a distributed cosine-wave–form

excitation function and a distributed sine-wave-form excitation
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function that lags the former in the phase plane by 90°. Thus ,

the traveling-wave excitation is represented by two stationary-

wave forms.

These two wave forms are modified by the term
.kd*
e , the “Smith Effect” , where d* is the effective draft of

the ship at the station in question.

The wave profile thus corrected for “Smith Effect”

is used to obtain the wave force acting on the ship section based

on the relative amplitude, velocity, and acceleration between the

wave surface and still-water plane by taking into account the

wave frequency and the encounter frequency between ship and wave

5ystem.

The buoyancy force, as indicated in equation

(3-13) is unaffected by encounter or wave frequency and is obtained

simply by multiplying the effective wave amplitude at each sta-

tion along the length of the ship by the corresponding buoyancy

ger foot of immersion at that station. Since the computer pro-

gram is written to apply the wave excitation in terms of the ex-

citation or encounter frequency, the term UI/UIe was factOred Out

of the damping and inertia term~k$ equation (3-14) to appear as

a correction factor along with e Thus, the buoyancy term is

divided by this fraction.

The speed correction term applied to the buoyancy

is a result of differentiation of the last term in equation (3-13)

-.vhich, it is assumed, will apply to any section of the ship over

which the gradient of N ‘ is significant.

The hydrodynamic damping, N‘ , and the associated

speed-correction term, v%, which is derived under the same

assumptions as for the buoyancy correction, are preceded by the

coefficient, iue, which indicates that the wave-surface velocity

relative to the still-water surface precedes the buoyancy force

or wave amplitude by 90 degrees in phase. Thus the damping force

associated with the cosine-wave form is subtracted from and

applied in phase with the buoyancy and inertia forces associated

with the sine-wave form and vice versa .

The inertia-force term of equation (3–14) has no

associated speed-correction term: however, segmented-model tests
4,5) ha”= ~hO~ that the sectional added

run in a towing tank

mass is affected by ship speed. Since buoyancy and inertial
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forces are 180 degrees out–of-phase it is assumed that the re–

corded influences of speed on added mass can just as correctly

be termed buoyancy-force corrections and are assumed to be

accounted for in the V% term of equation (3-14)

3. 2.4 Response Forces

The SHVRS computer program computes the indivi-

dual components of wave - excitation force in each of two phase

planes at each excitation frequency and then determines the

steady-state amplitudes of response of the ship in much the same

way as it does for propeller excitation. These amplitudes of

response are then modified by a force-transformation matrix to

obtain the bending-moment response along the length of the ship -

Since the ship added mass is included in the

ship idealization as are the sectional buoyancy forces , the

inertia and buoyancy forces generated by the response (i.e. , the

forces generated by relative movement between the ship and the

still-water plane) are automatically accounted for by this type

of solution. The distributed hydrodynamic- damping forces due to

relative movement between ship and still–water plane are not

explicit ly accounted for, however.

It should be noted that most solutions proposed

to date6, 7, for the response to wave-excited vibration assume

that the heave and pitch motions of the response are negligible,

that the flexural res,ponse is only of the 2-noded mode, and that

no buoyancy or damping forces are generated by the response. The

bow amplitude of response at resonance, however, may be of the

same order of magnitude as the wave height that induced it.

The damping forces to be included in the ship

idealization as representative of those generated by ship motion

relative to the still-water plane should theoretically include

all internal structural and cargo damping associated with the

ship vibratory motions as well as the hydrodynamic-damping forces

generated by the ship response. For the hydrodynamic c damping

associated with the response to be represented in a manner con–

sistent with that in the excitation forces , viscous dampers in

parallel with the buoyancy springs should be included in the ship

idealization. The damping constant for each would have to be

determined in accordance with the frequency of excitation (Nf is

frequency dependent) and the ship speed (for the v% term) .
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The resulting distribution of damping would

violate the assumption stated by equation (3-4) , and would make

equation [3-5) invalid. In fact, the proper solution of the dy-

namic matrix would be in terms of complex eigenvalues and eigen -

The significance of this situation is that the damping

,-

vectors .

distribution is such that it tends to couple the undamped modes

of response. Thus pitching motion would tend to induce heaving

motions and flexural response; and likewise, the f lexural res-

ponse would tend to be coupled and also induce heaving and

pitching motions . The degree to which this coupling would take

place would depend on the amount of damping, how badly it vio-

lates the assumptions of equation (3-4) , and the relative

amplitude of the response. Because of the complications in the

solution procedure that would have been introduced by the proper

incorporation of dampinq into the ship idealization, a more ap–

proximate representatio~ of the respo~se damping

utilized.

Equation (3-5) can be rewritten

A=
n

++-+=

n

forces was

as:

(3-15)

where a and Y are constants that determine the fraction of

critical damping in each mode of the response. If the a and the

Y factors in this equation are plotted separately, each as a

function of ~ , the y portion will increase linearly with u while

the y portion will be inversely proportional to w . These two

variations can be assumed to correspond to the variation of

structural damping with frequency and the variation of hydro-

dynamic damping with frequency respectively, and the values of

a and Y can be chosen in accordance with experimentally determined

damping values .

It is difficult to evaluate the error introduced

into the calculations by this simplification except to observe

that heave and pitch motions can be negligibly small during the

wave-excited vibratory response and that experimental investiga-

tions into the overall system damping7) , derived under the as–

sumption that the response is linear, indicate a similar trend

in damping values as a function of frequency.

The values of a and y used in this investigation,

0.04 and O .0004 respectively, were derived to approximate the
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structural damping data summarized by Goodman6) for the higher

frequencies and to provide a minimum value of 0.4% of critical

for the combined damping. The minimum value for modal damping

as calculated by equation (3-5) occurs at a frequency of

1/2 (3-16)
~ = (~)

Y

and has a value of

1,/2

A. = (ay)
mm

(3-17)

The lowest value of damping cited by McGoldrick
8)

was 0.3% of

critical for the ore carrier C. A . PAUL, and the destroyer

CHARLES R. WARE recorded a minimum of 0.5% of critical at a

frequency of about 12 radians per second. The above values of

u and Y cited above give a minimum of O .4% of critical damping

at 10.0 radians per second.

3.2.5 Statistical Analysis of Response

The statistical analysis procedure used to

evaluate the response of the ship to wave excitation is intended

to provide a measure of the maximum bending ~cjment induced by

random excitation from a specified sea state . It is also

intended to measure the accumulative damage in fatigue that re–

suits from the additional stress excursions .

The chosen analysis procedure assumes the wave-

excited bending response to be a zero–mean, stationary Gaussian

process M(t) with a computed power spectral- density function,

SM(IJJ) , where

SM(U) = S(w) M2 (u) (3-18)

and where S (w) is the power spectral-density function of a repre-

sentative sea state, and M (u) is the bending-moment response to

unit wave height over the applicable range of wave frequency, U.

I f we define

mn = ~“unSM(@dw (3-19)

A-

it can be shown that the mean frequency of occurrence of positive

or negative maxima over the complete range of M (t) is given by
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~ (“A)
N1 = 2,

‘2

——

(3-20) ,

If the bending moment is expressed nondimensionally as

M
q.— (3-21)

~ 1/2

0

then the probability function for maxima can be expressed as

[

2

-i12/2 s

‘(n) ‘A e
2 “2 ‘~n27*1’2 ‘-’2’2”’] ‘3-22)

+ (1-c)

where
2

2_mom4-m2_b
c.

nlom4 mom ~
(3-23)

If M (t) approaches a narrow band process , E

approaches O, in which case equation (3-22) becomes

-112/2
p(n) = ne

(3-24)

i .e. a Rayleigh distribution.

I f we assume that the N consecutively observed

maxima are independent and have the probability-density function

P( n) given by (3-24) , then the probability that a 11 N maxima

will be less than n is given by

Pr [all N maxima <n] = P(n)
N

(3-25)

where P ( ~) is the probability-distribution function for maxima

as defined by

F’(n) =1: P(,) d, (3-26)

From this the probability-distribution function for the largest

maxima, Pe (n) , can be obtained, and the derivative of this gives

the probability-density function for the largest maxima (i .e .,

the extreme value) in the form
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Pe(rl) = NP(ll) p(n) (3-27)

The number of maxima, N, occurring in a sample

function Mr (t) over a time T is found to be

Thus ,

~4 1/2

()

N=&— T

m2

(3-28)

p (n) = ;uTJ-n2/2)
e

(3-29)

where

()
1/2

1“=— m~

2n In.
(3-30)

From equation (3-29) it can be shown that the mean extreme-value

is given by the approximate relation

Y

‘e ‘
(2 1. VT)l/2 + —.–.–––– (3-31)

(2 in vT) l/2

where Y = 0.5772 (Euler ‘ s constant) , and that the standard de-

viation of the extreme-values is

1
O=L

~
(3-32)

e W (2 in ,T)l/2

From Equations (3-31) and (3-21) , the mean

extreme va lue of bending moment is

(3-33)

~, the mean extreme-value of bending moment will be used as the

primary basis for comparison in evaluating the effect of main

hul 1 stiffness on the ship’ s dynamic response to wave-excitation

forces .

3 .2.6 Evaluation of Fatique

In the evaluation of the effects of main hull

stiffness on the fatigue-related problems of wave-excited hull

vibration, it was decided that the cumulative damage in fatigue
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as evaluated by Miner ‘ s linear-cumulative–damage criteria would

be used9, 10) It is realized that the stresses from hull load-

ings other than the wave-excited vibratory response are impor–

tant in the total cumulative-fatigue-damage ca lculation and that

the calculation itself has shortcomings with respect to the
,.

prediction of actual hull failures . Miner ‘s linear -aJmulative -

damage criteria is intended to predict fatigue-crack initiation

or failure of small structural components , and the ship-fracture

problem is more closely associated with crack propagation from

existing flaws . This cumulative–damage criteria is intended only

for comparison purposes , and for this purpose it is believed to

be a useful and valid tool. However , because qf the short time

period, 108 seconds, the arbitrary stress-concentration factor ,

3.0, and the assumptions stated above, the results of the compu-

tations should not be interpreted as valid design data .

The cumulative damage, AD , can be expressed in

the following form:

(3-34)

where n (S) dS is the number of stress cycles with amplitudes be-

tween S and S+dS , and where N (S) is the number of cycles to

failure for a specified material of the same stress level. This

assumes that the S–N relationship can be established.

Assuming a narrow band, s tat ionary response

process of duration T, the total number of stress cycles will

be vT, in which case

n(S)dS = vTp(S)dS (3-35)

where p(S) is

amplitude S .

gives

the probability-density function for stress

Substituting equation (3-35) in equation (3-34)

(3-36)

Most S-N curves can be expressed in the form

N(S) =

()

S1

F bN ~ (3-37)
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where (S1, Nl) is a representative point on the S-N curve. If

P(S) is Of the Rayleigh form, equation (3-36) may be expressed

in the following form:

(3-38)

2

where as is the variance of the fatigue-producing stress. For

calculation purposes , 5~2 has been assumed to be equal to the

variance of the main-deck stress as produced by M(t) and multi-

plied by an assumed stress-concentration factor of 3.0:

2= ()J-j23m

us z

where Z is the midshi,p section modulus.

(3-39)

For the purpose of evaluating the effect of

the ship stiffness on fatigue loadings that result from the

response of the ship to dynamic-wave excitation, the cumulative

damage was calculated in accordance with equation (3-38) for a

time period equal to 108 seconds in a Piers on-MoskOwitz fully-

developed sea with a significant wave height of 10 feet.
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4. PARAMETRIC ANALYSES

4.1 General

The objective of the parametric analyses was to define

trends in dynamic responses due to propeller, s lam and wave ex-

citations , as a result of variation in hull stiffness for three

representative ship types.

The ship types chosen were a large tank ship, a 9eneral

cargo ship and a Great Lakes ore carrier. The reason for choosing

these were that they are preva lent in u. S. shipping today, have

significantly different characteristics , and current trends in

their design are likely to alter their hull stiffness and conse-

quently their vibratory response. The specific vessels analyzed

were a 249, 300 DWT tank ship, the 712 ft. Great Lakes ore car–

rier STR. EDWARD L. RYERSON and the 544 ft. general cargo ship

S . S . MICHIGAN. The inboard profiles of these vessels are showm

in Figures 4-1, 4-2 and 4-3. The principal characteristics of

the ship are also given in these figures .

The particular tank ship shown was chosen since the

vessel is believed to experience wave-excited hull vibration and

the owner readily consented to make the design available to the

project. Also, full-scale hull-girder stress measurements are

being gathered on a similar ship and it is hoped that they will

be made available in the future for correlation with calculations

presented in this report. This vessel has a high-strength steel

deck and bottom structure, and the as-built section modulus was

determined considering the reductions accordingly allowed by the

classification societies .

The RYERSON was chosen since it is of an advanced de-

sign, it has been widely used in U. S. Coast Guard projects,

and full-scale data has been obtained and published. The

RYERSON has high- strength steel in the tank-top plating. The

nain hull is of mild steel, however.

The choice of the S. S. MICHIGAN was a compromise since

the researchers were unable to secure the design of a modern con-

tainership. Full- scale measurements of propeller- induced vibration

on this ship are available, however. This vessel has considerable

amounts of high-strength steel in the main hull structure and a

section modulus which has been determined accordingly.

The analytical models of the ships consist of a double

elastic axis representing the main hull and the double bottom,

together with the propulsion system and the deckhouse.
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Table 4-1 summarizes the ship models used in the

analysis . Table 4-2 summarizes the variations in the ship charac-

teristics that were incorporated in the parametric analyses .

,.

A detailed description of the program input data and

the output follow. The discussion of the results appears in

Section 5.

4.2 Input Data for Parametric Analyses

4.2.1 List of Input Data

Listed below is the input data required for each

ship in order to perform the various vibratory- response calcula-

tions. The list is followed by a discussion of the data that

require special consideration.

Hull Data:

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

9.

h.

i.

j.

k.

1.

m.

n.

0.

No. of ship stations (max 45)

Ship length

Displacement

No. of modes of response (max 40)

Young’s modulus

Fraction of critical damping

Shear modulus

Main-hull segment moment-of- inertia

Main-hull segment shear area

Double-bottom moment- of -inertia

Double-bottom shear area (propeller-

and slam-excited vibration only)

Spring stiffness of connection between

main hull and double -bottom girders

Mass of main hull

Mass points of double bottom

Buoyancy per station space

Deckhouse Data:

a. No. of decks in superstructure

b. Fwd and aft connection points to main-

hull girder

c. Fwd. and aft spring stiffness of con-

nection between superstructure and

main hull

d. Mass of superstructure

e. Shear area, and moment-of-inertia of

sections between decks of superstructure
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Ship

Tank Ship

(Ballast)

Tank Ship

(Full load)

MICHIGAN

(Loaded)

RYERSON

(Ballasted)

RYERSON

(Loaded )

Double. Bottom

Computer Representation

Machinery Space

Double Bottom only

Machinery Space

Double Bottom only

Complete

Double Bottom

Complete

Double Bottom

Complete

Double Bottom

Table 4-I

Ship Models

Deckhouse Propulsion-System

Computer Representation Computer Representation

6-Deck Superstructure

(Condensed to 4 mass

points)

6-Deck Superstructure

(Condensed to 4 mass

points )

4-Deck Superstructure

(ToP of house ignored)

Superstructure modeled

as part of hull

Superstructure modeled

as part of hull

Propulsion System Included

Propulsion System Included

Propulsion System Included

Propulsion System Included

Propulsion System Included



—

Table 4-II

Ship Parameter Variations

Ships

RYERSON MICHIGAN Tank Ship

Loading Loaded Loaded Loaded

Conditions : Ballasted Ballasted

Hull Stiffness Variations

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Hull Bending Stiffness, % 60 80 100 120 140

Hull Shear Stiffness, % 77 90 100 110 118

Double Bottom, Propulsion System, and Deckhouse Stiff nesses

remained constant throughout all investigations.

Excitation Variations

Propeller Excitation:

al
Vertical Excitation Force: Klcpm

Fv=_

Thrust Excitation Force: F=
T

K2cpm 2

K1 K2 ‘1 ‘2 cpm Range

RYERSON 2.68 X 10-5 1.34 x 10-5 2.0 2.0 300-600

(Ballasted & Loaded)

MICHIGAN 1.62 X 10-5 0.81 X 10-5 2.0 2.0 300-600

Tank Ship 6.94 X 10-5 3.47 x 10-5 2.0 2.0 400-700

(Ballasted)

Tank Ship 8.OO X 10-5 4.00 x 10-5 2.0 2.0 400-700

(Loaded) ‘
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Table 4-II (Continued)

Excitation Variations (Continued)

Slam Excitation:

Impulse = 100 ton-seconds

Impulse Shape: half-sine pulse

Slam Durationr seconds Slam Location

RYERSON 0.0625, 0.125, 0.25, 0.50, 1.00 Station 1

MICHIGAN 0.04, 0.08, 0.16, 0.32, 0.64 Station 8

‘Tank Ship 0.0625, 0.125, 0.25, 0.50, 1.00 Station 3

Wave Excitation:

Wave Encounter

(as % of first

frequency)

RYERSON

MICHIGAN

Tank Ship

Frequencies : 60, 80, 90, 95, 98, 10Q,

natural 102, 105, 110, 120, 140

Ship Speeds, feet per second

Head Seas Beam Seas

o, 10, 20, 30 20

10, 20, 30, 40 30

0, 10, 20, 30 20

Sea Spectrum: s(.) .y L--

where H = 10 feet.
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Propulsion-System Data:

a. vertical location of shaft with respect

to main hull and double-bottom elastic axes

b. Stiffness of shaft, thrust collar,

bearing, housing and foundation

c. Mass of propulsion system

d. Location of thrust-bearing foundation

Propeller-Excitation Forces :

a. Excitation input location

b. Frequency range of desired response

c. Fraction of basic thrust corresponding

to max. excitation for both vertical-

induced surface and bearing forces and

longitudinal alternating thrust

d. Phase between combined bearing and surface

forces and longitudinal alternating thrust

excitation

e. Coefficients for variation of excitation

with changes in RPM

Slam Forces:

a. Type of pulse (half-sine, rectangular,

damped-sine)

b. Slam location station

c. S lam duration

d. Impulse

Wave-Excitation Forces :

a. Fundamental Ship vibration Frequency

b. Hydrodynamic damping ( frequency dependent)

c. Hydrodynamic mass (frequency dependent)

d. Draft and sectional area at each ship station

e. Sea spectrum

f. Material S-N curve

4. 2.2 Main Hull and Double-Bottom Properties

The double elastic axis idealization used for the

ship hull in the calculations requires that bending and shear

stiffness values be estimated for the main hull as well as the

doub Le bottom. This was done by estimating the portion Of ship

double bottom that effectively behaves as a secondary vibratory
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system coupled to the main hull. Estimations of the amount of

cargo and added mass of water that effectively move with that

portion of double bottom were also required.

The main hull bending and shear- stiffness values

were obtained by calculating section properties for the hull

cross section at several points along the length of the ship,

fairing curves of moment of inertia and effective shear area

through the calculated points, and then, picking off individual

values at the various ship stations. Similar properties wefe

estimated for the double -bottom structure by estimating the de-

flected vibratory shape of the bottom, taking into account the

boundary conditions at the sides of the bottom structure and then

estimating an effective width of bottom structure which if vib-

rating entirely at the maximum amplitude (the relative amplitude

between the CVK and ship sides) would have the same kinetic

energy as the real structure. This estimation reflects both the

cargo mass and added mass movements associated with that portion

of the bottom structure. Once the effective width of bottom

structure is estimated, the longitudinal bending and shear stiff-

ness of that portion is assigned to the bottom girder.

Top and bottom girder masses were determined in

much the same way (see Section 4 .2.5.3 for added-mass input

determination) .

The support springs that connect the top and

bottom girders between transverse bulkheads have their stiff nesses

estimated on the basis of the transverse stiffness of the double

bottom for each station space. The stiffness values assigned to

these support springs include both the bending and shear stiff-

ness of the double bottom.

The stiffness of the buoyancy springs is simply

based on the water-plane area between stations at the load

waterline .

For the parametric analysis of hull-stiffness

effects on dynamic response, the above mentioned main-hull bending

stiffness was varied from 60 to 140 percent of the basic bending

stiffness (as built) in steps of 20 percent. This is the only

bending stiffness that was varied. The stiffness properties of

the bottom structure, deckhouse, and propulsion system were main-

tained constant.

“-” ‘“-~—

,

Actual variations in main-hull bending stiffness

for a given ship length and capacity can be accomplished in several
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ways: (1) by changing the proportions of the cross section, (2)

by changing allowable stresses (and therefore reducing scant-

lings) through application of higher strength steels, or (3) by

use of other materials such as aluminum. In each of the above

schemes for altering the bending stiffness of the ship, the shear

stiffness will bear a different relationship to the bending stiff-

ness. If hull bending stiffness is reduced by either of the first

two methods , the reduction in bending stiffness will be more rapid

than the reduction in shear stiffness. For this reason the shear

stiffness values used in association with the varying bending

stiffness values were chosen so the shear stiffness varies ap-

proximately as the square-root of the bending stiffness variation.

BENDING STIFFNESS SHEAR STIFFNESS

(percent) (percent)

60 77

80 90

100 100

120 110

140 118

These stiffness variations , for the main hull only, were used

throughout all investigations of each type of vibratory excita-

tion - propeller, slam and wave.

The mass and stiffness values discussed above

that were used for the three ships, are tabulated in Appendix A,

Tables A-1 through A-3. (Added mass has been included in the

hull mass. )

4. 2.3 Deckhouses

A tall deckhouse is represented on two of the

ships , the tank ship and the genera 1 cargo ship, and the bending

and shear stiffness of the deckhouse in the vertical direction had

to be determined, as well as the stiffness of the connection be-

tween deckhouse and main hull. For the RYERSON the long super-

structure was included as part of the hull .

The mass and stiffness properties of the deck-

house were estimated in much the same way as for the main hull;

however, the data on which these estimates were made was very

limited. In addition, the lack of vertical continuity of struc-

ture in the deckhouses made it very difficult to estimate the

effective stiffness values . The most important aspect of
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deckhouse stiffness is the house-to-hull. connection stiffness

and this is possibly the most questionable of all estimated

values . The importance of very accurate estimates in the stiff-

ness of the deckhouse to the trends studies in this investigation

is believed to be minimal; nevertheless , a serious effort was

made to accurately estimate these stiffness values.

The mass and stiffness properties of the deck-

houses can be found in Appendix A, in Tables A-4 and A-6.

4. 2.4 Propulsion System

Longitudinal degrees of freedom for the propul–

sion system are represented, and it is necessary to determine the

longitudinal stiffness of the shafting as well as the stiffness

of the thrust-bearing foundation.

The estimates of the mass and stiffness prop-

erties for the propulsion system were based on available propeller

and shafting drawings and were rather straightforward except for

the estimates of thrust bearing and foundation stiffness and the

effective mass of gearing that moves with the forward end of the

shaft 1 thru 4).
The propulsion system properties can be found

in Appendix A in ‘Tables A-4 through A-6.

4. 2.5 Excitation Input

4 .2.5.1 Propeller Excitation

The representation of the propeller .ex-

citation forces assumes that the hull-surface pressure forces

and the stern-tube bearing forces can be combined vector ially

into a single harmonically varying vertical force whose phase

relationship to the longitudinally oscillating thrust forces on

the propeller is known and remains constant throughout the fre-

quency range investigated. This constant phase relationship

is an over-simplification but there is little established techni-

cal data upon which to base a more elaborate relationship.

In the present investigation, because

emphasis has been placed on the effects of varying main-hull

stiffness, it was assumed that the phase angle between the verti-

cal propeller- excitation force and the longitudinal thrust-

excitation force was zero-degrees. This phase angle has been held

constant throughout the investigation.
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In addition to the above simplifica-

tions with regard to propeller-excitation forces it was assumed

that both the vertical and the thrust-excitation forces were a

constant percentage of the steady thrust, 7 percent and 3.5

percent respectively (see Section 2 for ranges given in the lit-

erature) , and that the steady thrust varied parabolically over

the range of frequencies studied. The frequency range over

which the response was calculated was based on the number of

blades on the propeller and a maximum shaft speed of about 120

RPM . For the tank ship this approximately corresponded to

67-117 RPM, for the RYERSON 60–120 RPM and for the general cargo

ship 60–120 RPM.

In calculating the response to propeller

excitation, 25 mode shapes were used in the majority of the cal-

culations , the first two of which are the rigid-body modes of

translation and rotation (heave and pitch) . 25 modes proved to

be insufficient for the tank ship since the response was calcu-

lated over a range from 400 to 700 cycles-per-minute, and the

25th natura 1 frequency ranged from about 430 cpm to 530 cpm for

the range of stiff nesses investigated. Therefore, 40 mode shapes

(the maximum possible) were used in calculating the response to

propeller excitation for the tank ship.

4. 2.5.2 Slam Excitation

Various assumptions were made with re-

gard to the s lam-excitation forces chosen for this investigation.

Because the three ship types chosen for the investigation varied

so greatly, it was decided that a different type of slam impact

should be simulated in each case . For the general cargo vessel,

a bottom slam was simulated; for the tank ship, a bow–f lare slam;

and for the Great Lakes ore carrier, a wave-s lap. These were

assumed to be the most typical type of s lams for each ship.

For each ship, five separate slams of

equal impulse, 100 foot-tons , but of varying duration were applied

to the same ship station for all variations of ship stiffness .

The duration of the slams applied to the bottom structure of the

general cargo vessel at station 8 varied from 0.04 seconds to

0.64 seconds in equa 1 logarithmic increments. In a similar manner,

the duration of slams applied to the main hull of the tank ship

at station 3 and the main hull of the Great Lakes ore carrier at

station 1 varied from 0.0625 seconds to 1.0 second, also in equal

logarithmic increments .

,-
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The pulse shape used in all cases was

a half-sine-wave pulse. The impulse magnitude was 100 tons-

seconds and held constant fOr all slap calculations.

4. 2.5.3 Wave Excitation

The ship data required for the calcu-

lation of wave-excited vibratory response is considerably in

excess of that required for propeller- and slam-excited response.

Because the wave-excited vibratory response is centered about

the ship’ s fundamental frequency of vertical vibration and be-

cause this frequency can be significantly below the frequency

of propeller excitation, a more careful calculation of the fre-

quency-dependent added-mass values must be undertaken. In

addition, hydrodynamic-damping forces, which are also frequency

dependent, must be calculated and used in constructing the wave-

excitation force vectors. The excitation-wave height must be

modified for the so-called “Smith Effect” and sectional area

coefficients and local drafts are required for this calculation.

The researchers faced a dilemma in

choosing between the 2-parameter Lewis form and the close-fit or

mapping methods to calculate the added mass and damping, neither

having been validated in the relatively low-frequency range of

the first -flexural-mode vibration in question. The close–fit

method would have been a safer approach but it was too time

consuming and costly to use in a relatively small project.

Grim’ s 2-parameter method (see Section 2.4.2. 1) which uses the

Lewis form was selected after consultation with leading hydro-

dynamicists. This method cannot be used for bulbous bows and

wherever such sections occurred approximate estimates of added

mass and damping were made by these researchers . The results

of the calculation can be found in Appendix A in Tables A-7

through A-n and Figures A-1 through A-8.

The fundamental 1 frequency of vertical

vibration as determined in the calculation of propeller-excited

response was used to calculate added mass and hydrodynamic-damp-

ing values for use in the wave-excited vibratory-response calcu-

lation. Since the variations in ship stiffness altered the

natural frequency significantly, separate added mass and damping

values had to be calculated for each value of ship stiffness .

Once these added mass and ~ (where ~ =

ratio of generated wave amplitude to heave amplitude) values were

determined for each ship’ stiffness , they were held constant
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throughout the wave-excitation frequency range. This excitation

frequency range varied from 0.6 tin to 1.4 on in eleven incre-

ments, where Un is the natural frequency of the fundamental

mode. The eleven calculation increments were not uniformly

spaced throughout the frequency range, but were spaced so as to

obtain a good definition of the response peak at the resonant

frequency.

For each ship and each ship loading,

wave–excited vibratory response was calculated for head seas of

unit amplitude and various ship speeds - usually O to 30 feet-per-

second in 10-feet-per-second increments - however, a range of 10

to 40 feet-per-second was used in the general cargo ship calcula-

tions. Additional calculations were made for beam seas at a

ship speed of 20 feet-per–second. Although the speed range given

is particularly high for actual Great Lakes ore carriers the

investigation was still carried out purely to indicate trends

with speed for ships of different stiffnesses .

To obtain the variance of the bending-

moment response of the ship to wave excitation, it was necessary

to specify a representative sea state. The Piers on-Noskowitz

spectrum with 10 ft. significant wave height was employed in the

ana lysis . This corresponds to a sea state of 5–6.

4.3 Results of the Parametric Analyses

4. 3.1 General

The type of vibratory-response data obtained

for each type of vibratory excitation (i. e. , propeller, slam and

wave) was determined on the basis of which aspect of response

was a design concern. Below, each type of response is considered

in detail and the graphs and tables developed are described.

4. 3.2 Propeller-Excited Vibration

Propeller-excited vibration has historically

manifested itself in local vibration and noise problems aboard

ship. These problems have resulted in crew discomfort and

damage to sensitive equipment. The problems have manifested

themselves mainly in the after end of the ship and can be pre-

dicted if amplitudes, velocity and acceleration due to the

vibration are known. Therefore, the direct output from the

computer analysis consisted of vibration amplitude over the

operating frequency range considered. From this data correspond–

ing vibratory velocities and accelerations were determined.
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The information derived from the computer output is listed below

and may be found in Appendix B along with samples of the direct

computer output. (Tables B-1 through B-10 and Figures B-1

through B-5 1)

1. Tabulation of peak stern vibratory ampli-

tude, velocity and acceleration (for all ships and stiff nesses)

for the frequency range considered.

2. Tabulation of peak vibratory amplitude of a

point on the shafting just before the thrust bearing ( for a 11

ships and stiff nesses) .

4.3.3 Slam-Excited Vibration

Besides being dependent on the structural prop-

erties of the ship, the slam-excited vibration will vary depending

on the duration of the slam pulse, its magnitude and shape, and

the location at which it is applied.

Slamming can result in both local structural

damage and main-hull bending moments and shears . A 1 though the

local effects were not generally considered in this study, a

severe slam on the main hull will frequently produce local damage.

Thus , the computer out,put consisted of bending moments and shear

forces as a function of time at given locations, or aS a fU~CtiO~

of location along the hull.

For the MICHIGAN the double-bottom bending

moment and hull-double -bottom connection forces were obtained

as additional output. This information was obtained primarily

to determine the effects of main-hull stiffness on local response.

Knowledge of the time history of the main-hull

bendi;~ moment can give an indication of the strain rate, since

dM and strain rates may play an important role in the

Z,”. q,’
ln~t~a Ion and propagation of brittle fractures .

The plots derived from the computer output are

listed below and may be found in Appendix B along with samples

of the direct computer output. (Figures B-52 through B-105)

1. Maximum Bending Moment vs Ship Stiffness

for all pulse durations (all ships)

2. Max. Midship Bending Moment vs Ship

Stiffness for all pulse durations

(all ships)
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3. Max. Shear Force vs Ship Stiffness for all

pulse durations (all shi,ps)

4. Strain Rate vs Ship Stiffness (MIcHIGAN

(loaded) - shortest pulse only)

5. Max . Double Bottom Bending Moment at

Slam Location vs Ship Stiffness (MICHIGAN

(loaded) - for all pulse durations)

6. Double Bottom to Hull Connections Forces

vs Ship Stiffness (MICHIGAN (loaded) - fOr

all pulse durations)

4 .3.4 Wave-Excited Vibration

The vibratory response due to wave-exciting

forces occurs in resonance at the fundamental natura 1 ship f re -

quency only. The response of concern for this type of vibration

has been both the magnitude of the bending moment and amount of

cumulative fatigue damage ,produced by its re,petative nature,

since full scale measurements of this vibratory phenomena have

indicated unusually high bending moments occurring at the funda-

mental 1 frequency of the hull.

Because of the characteristics of wave-excited

vibration described above, one measure of response obtained from

the computer “analysis was the midship bending moment at resonant-

wave encounter for various ship speeds , headings , and stiff nesses .

In addition, the fundamental 1 ship natural frequency was always

obtained. The bending moment associated with regular seas of

unit amplitude is not a correct measure of the wave-excited ship

response in a random sea. Therefore a statistical analysis

employing a pierson-~skowjtz sea spectrum was performed as

described in Section 3.2.5. This analysis gave the mean extreme

bending moment in addition to the maximum bending moment, and is

more representative of the response of the ship in a random sea .

The graphs and tables developed from the com-

puter output are listed below and may be found in Appendix B .

(Figures B-106 through B-116 and Table B-II)

1. Spectral Density and Schlick Nuniner vs

Natural Frequency

2. 2-Node Natural Frequency vs Ship Stiffness

3. Mean Extreme Bending Moment vs Ship

Stiffness (all ships - random seas)

4. Maximum Bending Moment/Unit Wave Amplitude

VS Ship Stiffness (RYERSON, loaded -

regular seas)
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5. Maximum Bending Ploment/Unit Wave

Amplitude vs Ship Speed (RYERSON,

loaded - regular seas)

6. Maximum Bending Moment/Unit Wave

Amplitude vs Heading Angle

(RYERSON, loaded - regular seas)

7. Tabulation of Statistical Output

(Including Cumulative Fatigue

Damage Data)
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5. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS AND TRENDS

5.1 General

The type of response output that has been analyzed for

each type of vibratory excitation has been discussed in Section 4,

Parametric Analyses. Here, this output is discussed in light of

the trends and stiffness parameters presented in Section 5.5,

Design Trends. Some additional special investigations were also

performed and are presented herein.

It should be noted that in the case of propeller- and

slam -induced vibration the presence of the double bottom, pro–

pulsion system and deckhouse may have had a modifying effect on

the level of main-hull response. This would have been due to

the vibratory response of these secondary systems and their some-

what random coupling with the main-hull vibration. Although this

effect may have at times confused the overall trends of response

with changes in main-hull stiffness , it was believed that the

elimination of these effects would have oversimplified the re-

sults and detracted from their credibility.

It is important to remember, however, that the type of

vibratory response considered in this study is that of the main-

hull girder, and although some subsystems are included in the

computer models, local vibration is not considered.

5.2 Propeller-Excited Vibration

5 .2.1 General

The propeller-excited vibration calculations for

the three ships considered were performed for approximately 5@A -

100?? of full power, although the ship types studied are intended

to be operated at full power whenever possible.

As discussed in Section 4.3.2, if the propeller-

excited vibration is significant it will usually cause discomfort

to operating personnel and malfunction o f sensitive machinery

without causing heavy machinery and hull structural damage. The

only item of the foregoing that is amenable to quantitive evalua-

tion is that of personnel comfort, since general information

regarding machinery-acceptable vibration levels are scarce.

Figures 5-1, 5-2 and 5-3, which have been

reproduced from Reference ( 1) , give the “ fatigue decreased pro-

ficiency limits,( for 8-hour exposure of personnel to vertical
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vibratory acceleration, velocity and displacement respectively.

The exposure limits for other time intervals, the “maximum safe

exposure limits” ( longer) and “ reduced comfort limits” (shorter)

can be determined from thesel)

The trends and the parametric analyses results

will be discussed with respect to Figures 5-1, 5-2 and 5.3.

The ship locations where propeller-excited

response has been calculated are at the stern, the foreward

engine-room bulkhead, the bow, the propeller, and on the shaft

at the thrust bearing. The response for the hull is given in

the vertical direction while that for the shaft is given in

the fore-and-aft direction. It was assumed that the response

at the stern and on the shaft would provide the best indication

of overall vibratory response and these two locations were used

for comparison with human. comfort criteria based on an 8-hour

exposure.

5 .2.2 Large-Tank Ships

The results of this study indicate that propeller-

excited vibration of the main-hull girder for large-tank ships is

not very sensitive to changes in main-hull-girder stiffness . In

addition, if propeller-excitation forces are essentially of the

magnitude assumed in this study the vibration levels should be

acceptable. This indicates that a design criteria for the main-

hull stiffness of these ships based on propeller-excited vibra-

tory response is not warranted.

Hylarides
2)

also indicates that this is the case

for modern tank ships , bulk carriers , and freighters. He states

that increased propeller-induced vibration in modern ships is not

caused by a hull resonance but by an increase of the excitation

forces due to propeller cavitation and propeller-shaft resonance.

The fundamental cause of both of these is ascribed to the increase

of the propulsion power in modern ships . Hylarides also fees

that the solution of present-day propeller vibration problems

must be found in reducing the excitation forces.

Although propulsion system resonances were

inherently considered in the analyses included herein, the

increase in propeller -excitation forces due to cavitation was not
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considered because of the lack of available methods for deter-

mining magnitudes. Pressure fluctuations have shown magnifica-

tion due to cavitation of up to 20 times and morez) .

Tables B-1 and B-2 of Appendix B indicate that

for the tank ship ballasted, the least stiff ship will generally

have the greatest or near the greatest vibratory amplitude,

velocity and acceleration at low frequencies . However, at higher

frequencies (higher RPM) the stiffer ships will have the greater

response.

Comparison of Tables B-1 and B-2 indicate that

“ fatigue-decreased proficiency limits” for 8–hpur exposure are

not surpassed. In fact, even if the “reduced-comfort limits”

are determined by dividing the “fatigue-decreased limits” by

3.151) the new limits are not surpassed although the least stiff

ships approach the values at the lower frequencies.

Tables B-3 and B–4 indicate that in the loaded

condition the response of the main hull and the shafting has

significantly decreased, both still displaying the general trends

with stiffness as discussed for the ballasted case. It should

be noted that the ship idealization used in this study did not

provide accurate modal-response predictions above 600 CPM for

the tank ship in the loaded condition because of the limited

number of degrees of freedom. Therefore, response comparisons

for frequencies higher than 600 CPM are invalid for the loaded

condition.

Figure C-3 of Appendix C indicates greatly

increasing loaded weight of large tank ships with length so that

the beneficial effect of increased weight on reducing hull

response noted in the results above should be realized in cur-

rent ships while in the loaded condition.

Figure C-4 indicates that as tanker length

increases so does ship power and therefore the source of exci-

tation. In the case of deep-draft tankers this will partially

be offset by increased propeller clearances, but in the case of

shallow-draft tankers this will not be the case. It is inter-

esting to note the dual trend line displayed by Figure C-1,

which indicates differences between large shallow .draft and deep-

draft tank ships.

It is also important to consider Figure c-5

in conjunction with C-.4 which indicates that although power is
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increasing with size it is increasing at a decelerated rate with

ship weight, so that the beneficial weight effect can help offset

the increased exciting forces. Of course this does not neces-

sarily apply to the ballasted condition.

Figure C-9 indicates that the longer VLCC’ s are

becoming stiffer on the basis of ~ as a measure while Figure c-11

indicates rapidly decreasing fund~mental vibration frequencies.

The latter effect is due to the rapid increase of displacement

~th length which offsets the increased stiffness as measured by

LT. In addition it should be noted that particularly for the high-

mode propeller-excited vibration of large -tank ships the shear

stiffness becomes overwhelmingly important in the bending response

and ‘~ is not a direct measure of this although it indicates

&incr ases in shear stiffness also.

Considering the results of the trends and the

parametric analysis simultaneously it may be stated that the

aPParent tendency towards increasing tanker stiffness with length,

increasing weight per foot-of-length and limiting the increase in

propulsion power are a 11 steps toward keeping propeller vibration

in check, even though these trends may have come about due to

different considerations. (Such as maximum available SHP per

shaft . ) The effect of propeller clearance in shallow draft

tankers will ,partially offset the beneficial results of the above

items . It appears that the less stiff the ship the lower its

tendency toward significant propeller excitation at higher RPM’ s .

The lack of trends data for ballasted tankers

precludes comparison with the parametric-analysis results . How-

ever, it should be noted that the tank ship used in the analysis

did not experience excessive vibration in the ballasted condition.

5 .2.3 General Carqo Ships

As discussed in Section 4 the MICHIGAN was used

in this study after attempts to obtain a container ship failed.

However, at the time it was decided to use the MICHIGAN the

trends study of container ships was already mmpleted. Because

of the amount of work involved in the trends study and the fact

that both the MICHIGAN and many container ships have the same

form, speed, and size although differing structure , it was felt

that a comparison of the parametric analyses results of the MICHI-

GAN to the container ship trends could yield some insight. For

these reasons a comparison was made between the two and should be

viewed accordingly.
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This study indicates that the main-hull stiff-

ness does not have significant effects on the main. hull response

to propeller excitation. However, the trend toward higher and

higher propulsive powers in current cargo-ship designs may cause

levels of propeller excitation that induce significant propeller-

excited vibration regardless of main-hull stiffness . A design

criteria based on hull stiffness therefore does not seem to be

HYlaride~l) ~lSO co”ers this point as discussed inneeded.

Section 5.2.2.

Table B-5 of Appendix B shows that increased

stiffness causes considerably less response of the main hull even

though in no case is the response detriments 1 to “ 8-hour comfort” .

On the Other hand Table B-6 indicates that at the thrust bearing

location the response is increased with increased main-hull stiff-

ness , however, again, the response is not significant.

The Figures in Appendix C which correspond to

cargo ships (C-15 through c-34) indicate a great amount of

scatter of data. This is due to the fact that many of the ships

considered were conversions from a great range of ship types as

particularly emphasized by Figure c-18. For this reason it is

difficult to draw conclusions from the trends. However, Figures

c-19 and c-20 clearly indicate the rapid increase in power for

cargo ships of increased size.

5 .2.4 Great Lakes Ore Carriers

The trends indicate that the larger Great Lakes

ore carriers are becoming more stiff and are experiencing greater

propeller-excitation forces since propulsive powers are increasing

while drafts are remaining fairly constant due to restrictions .

The parametric analyses indicate that increased stiffness may be

detrimental when the ship is in a ballasted condition. Increased

power will cause more response in any case and this should be

considered in any design. The response of the RYERSON (all stiff-

nesses) in all cases, however, was not severe. A design criteria

based on hull stiffness therefore does not seem to be warranted.

,

Tables B-7 and B-8 of Appendix B indicate that

for the RYBRSON ( loaded) the vibratory response does not change

significantly with changes in main-hull stiffness. In addition

the response newer exceeds the “ 8-hour comfort limit” for any

stiffness .
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Tables B-9 and B–10 indicate that for the

RYERSON (ballast) the main-hull response does not change sig-

nificantly with changes in ship stiffness and is not excessive.

However, the response at the thrust bearing is larger for both

the two stiffest ships and the least stiff shi,p.

The tables also indicate that the response of

the RYERSON in the loaded condition is considerably less than in

the ballasted condition.

Figure C-37 of Appendix C indicates almost an

exponential increase in displacement with ship length. Figure

c–38 indicates rapid increase in propulsive power with ship size.

Figure c-43 shows rapid increase in main hull stiffness as

measured by ~ for increased ship size, while the leveling off

of fundament~l-mode frequency for increased ship size shown in

Figure c-45 also indicates considerably increased structural

stiffness when taken in conjunction with Figure c–37.

5.3 Slam-Excited Vibration

Decreased ship stiffness has been shown to be generally

beneficial (See Figures B-52 through B-69 in Appendix B) with re-

gard to the structural response of the ship to slamming loads.

This would be particularly true if it could be shown that, in

general, high-slam forces are associated with short-slam dura-

tions , since the greatest decrease in bending moment with decreased

stiffness was associated with the shortest duration slams . The

decreased response with decreased hull stiffness was only signifi-

cant for short-duration slams and rational-design criteria based

on this variation of slam-induced bending moment would require a

careful, in-depth statistical study of full-scale slamming data .

The slam-response affects the ultimate hull strength,

the possible initiation of fractures, and to a lesser degree the

low-cycle fatigue strength of the hull. It should be pointed out

that the shear forces associated with slam bending moments are

much higher than the shear forces associated with wave bending

moments of comparable magnitude and therefore the structura 1 de-

sign of the hull to accommodate slam-induced loads should more

directly involve the design of the shear strength of the hull than

the bending strength of the hull. To put it another way, if the

hull strength in both bending and shear is designed on the basis

of wave-induced bending and shear loads, then the s lam-induced

loads are much more likely to overload the hull in shear than in

bending.
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As shown in Figures B-67 and B-68, the main-hull stiff-

ness variations have an influence on the bottom-structure slam-

induced loads . Decreased stiffness of the main hull reduces the

loads imposed on the bottom structure. ,

A measure of the strain rate in the longitudinal direc-

tion in either main deck or bottom structure due to slam-induced

bending moments is plotted in Figure B–69 as a function of ship

stiffness. From this plot it appears that strain rates increase

with stiffness, and this increase is most pronounced for short

duration slams. However, the absolute s train rate wi 11 depend

on the severity of the actual stress concentration, and it does

not appear that the strain rates are high enough to affect

material properties and hence the tendency of the steel to frac-

ture in a brittle manner.

5.4 Wave-Excited Vibration

5 .4.1 General

The most simple analysis of the effects of de-

creased hull stiffness on the response of the hull to wave-

excited vibration shows that decreased hull stiffness will de-

crease the natura 1 frequency of the two–noded mode of vibration

and thus cause the natura 1 frequency to fall in the range of wave

frequencies corresponding to greater wave heights. This will

result in the possibility of greater wave excitation. The pic-

ture is complicated however by the fact that a change in natural

frequency alters the combination of wave length, ship speed, and

ship heading required to produce resonance, and all these fac-

tors are influential in determining the level of the response.

The change in frequency also changes the magnitude of the added

mass and damping and further complicates the situation. Gen-

erally a lower frequency will mean less added mass and greater

hydrodynamic damping and these two trends tend to cause opposite

effects in the level of the response. Therefore, without an ex-

tensive analysis of the problem it is difficult to say whether

resonance with seaway-wave components of increased energy will

generally cause greater response.

If it is assumed that maximum dynamic response

to wave excitation will not occur during periods when the quasi-

static wave bending moments are near their maximum then the

primary design consideration with respect to wave-excited hull

vibration may be its contribution to fatigue-type failures.

Although the computer calculations of cumulative damage in

fatigue were intended to be used for comparison purposes only,

the cumulative damage values that were calculated appear to be
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unusually sma 11. (See Table 11 of Appendix B) . However, the

cumulative-damage problem is not linear and a more severe stress

concentration than the one assumed, or a smaller value for

internal ship damping might significantly alter the apparent

seriousness of the problem.

Figure B–106 of Appendix B shows the variation

of fundamental vibration frequency for the different ships with

changing ship stiffness . In all cases as the stiffness of the

ship is reduced the natura 1 frequency behaves likewise.

5 .4.2 Tank Ships

The results have shown that decreased main-hull

stiffness results in increased vibratory response of the hull to

wave excitation.

Figure B-L07 of Appendix B indicates that large-

tank ships have fundamental vertical vibration frequencies at

frequencies where sea states as low or lower than 5 have signifi-

cant wave energy. Significant heaving and pitching are not

characteristic of such sea states.

Figures B-108 and B-109 indicate a general trend

to less wave-excited response for increased stiffness for both

ballasted and loaded conditions of a large-tank ship. In addi-

tion the ballasted response is almost always greater than the

loaded response and increased speed results in greater response.

It is of interest to note that the tank ship

that was used for the parametric analysis did experience wave-

excited vibration in the ballasted condition.

Figures C-n and c-12 of Appendix C indicate

a rapid decrease in the fundamental two- noded vertica 1 ship .vi -

bration frequency with increased ship size for oil tankers of

current design. The decrease is particularly rapid up to ap-

proximately 900 ft. or 175,000 DWT. This trend is also reflected

in Figure B-107 of Appendix B. Figures c-13 and c-14 indicate

increased fundamental frequency with ship speed, and tank ships

of very different L/B’s have nearly identical fundamental mode

frequencies . The former is due to the fact that smaller stiffer

tankers have faster speeds .
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The trends in conjunction with the parametric-

analysis output indicate that the decreasing fundamental l-mode

frequencies of current large -tank ships should be undertaken

cautiously in order to avoid wave-excited vibration.
$

5 .4.3 Cargo Ships

In summary it may be stated that the parametric

analyses of the general cargo ship in conjunction with the con-

tainer ship trends do not indicate that cargo ships are likely

to be subject to significant wave-excited vibration.

Figure B-11O of Appendix B indicates that only

very large container ships (~> 50, 000 tons) will experience sig -

nif icant wave energies at frequencies about their fundamental 1

mode frequency.

Figure B-ill shows generally increased response

with ship speed but also indicates mean extreme bending moments

of only a fraction of those of large-tank ships and Great Lakes

ore carriers. It is possible that the erratic nature of the

curves of Figure B-111 are due to the fact that the wave-excited

response is of small magnitude.

The variation in first-mode natural frequencies

indicated in Figures c-30 through c-33 of Appendix C show a sig-

nificant amount of scatter, probably due to the fact that many of

the ships used t? make the plots were conversions .

5 .4.4 Great Lakes Ore Carriers

The results show that Great La”~es ore carriers

are very susceptible to wave-excited vibration and that decreased

main-hull stiffness causes greater hull response.

Figure B–112 of Appendix B indicates that Great

Lake ore carriers, even those in the 20, 000 –ton displacement

class , can have their fundamental vibration frequency at the

same value as waves of significant energy for the lower sea

states .

Figures B-113 through B-’il 6 Sk’nw the great

influence of speed and ship heading on the wave-excites response.

This is in agreement with the fact that changes in course and

lowering of speed have decreased the wave excitation of actual

ships on the Great Lakes .
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Both Figures B-113 and B-116 indicate that a

maximum wave-excited response can possibly occur at the 10W

stiffness value. However, because of the many variables involved

in determining the wave-excited hull response it is possible that

points of equal or greater response exist for ship stiff nesses and

speeds intermediate to those considered. Therefore, only tentative

conclusions can be drawn based on the trends of bending-moment

response with ship stiffness. Considering all ship variations

that were investigated, however, the genera 1 trends appear to

indicate that the response will increase with decreased stiff–

ness.

Figures C-44 and C–45 of Appendix C indicate a

linear decrease in the measure of fundamental-mode frequency.

Figure c-45 also indicates a possible leveling off for the very

largest ships (A = 65,000 tons) .

Considering the trends in conjunction with the

,parametric results it appears that a possible limiting of the

ship fundamental frequency is a positive step in reducing wave-

excited vibration. It appears from the calculations that Great

Lakes ore carriers are extremely prone to wave-excited response.

Considering the smaller strength of the Great Lakes ore carrier

as compared to the large -tank ships the stresses introduced by

the response of each will be closer than the bending-moment

response that Figures B-108, B-109 and B–113 indicate.

5 .4.5 Special Investigations

In the course of conducting the parametric

analysis several interesting sub–topics have manifested themselves .

Also, a number of special investigations were conducted in addi–

tion to those required for the parametric variations .

5 .4.5.1 Hydrodynamic Added Mass and Dampinq

Tables A-7 through A-n and Figures A-1

through A-8 of Appendix A give the hydrodynamic “ added mass” and

K values for the ships used in the parametric analyses. The

various curves indicate the variation of “added mass” and ~ cwer

the length of the ship for a range of oscillation frequencies .

50 rad. /sec. can be considered an infinitely large frequency

from a practical standpoint. In all cases the “added mass” gives

consistent results increasing with increased frequency for the

variations of frequency considered. On the other hand the ~

values show some erratic behavior . Of importance is the high X

value at the ship ends which does not vanish even at high
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frequency. The greatest amount of scatter is indicated in

Figure A-6 for the RYERSON ballast condition but it should be

noted that the ~ values are smaller than those in the other

figures. These researchers have not been able to explain the

phenomena displayed by the respective ~ curves .

5 .4.5.2 Components of the Wave-Excitation

Force

The velocity correction of the buoyancy

force, v%, when ignored in calculating the bending-moment

response of the RYERSON (loaded) at 20 feet-per-second in head

seas resulted in differences of 1.0 to 2.0 percent in the bending-

moment response . When ~ was assumed to be zero, and hence N“ and

V$!.1 were also zero, a 20 percent difference was noted in the

pe~ bending moment, however, even greater differences were noted

in bending-moment response away from resonance . Ignoring the

buoyancy term in the exciting force resulted in a 50 percent re-

duction in the bending moment at resonance with still more extreme

variations at other than resonant excitation. These results are

presented in Table B-12.

5 .4.5.3 Number of Vibratory Modes Considered

in the Wave-Excited Response

The number of response modes generally

considered in the wave-excited vibration was 25. This number

was reduced to 3 for one RYERSON ( loaded) calculation. The dif–

ference in response between assuming 25 or 3 was very small, which

indicates that the wave-excitation force only affects the lower

response modes (see Table B-12) .

5.5 Design Trends

5 .5.1 General

The trends that have been chosen for investiga-

tion here are those trends in ships proportions, size, and power

that relate directly to ship stiffness or to vibration charac-

teristics such as natural frequency or excitation magnitude.

The purpose of the trends is to look at them in light of the

results of the parametric analyses and to obtain any indications

as to which trends, if any, may lead to unacceptable vibrations .

The approach taken has been to plot data on ship

proportions and powering with respect to ship size and type in
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an effort to indicate trends (See Appendix C) . The trends of

some ship characteristics such as machinery location and end

shapes cannot easily be studied by a graphical approach. However,

these characteristics are discussed briefly in Section 5.5.3.

The trends have been taken from data given in

the literature on recent buildings , ship: on order, and proposed

ships . Data for some ships were incomplete and therefore the” same

plots for all three ship types was not possib’le. Data points on

the figures of trends representing proposed ships are denoted as

such on the figures to avoid confusion.

In Section 5.5.2 the characteristics which will

be considered as parameters for trends are discussed.

5.5.2 Stiffness Parameters

The ship characteristics considered in this in-

vestigation are the length, beam, draft, depth, block coefficient,

shaft horsepower, speed, deadweight and displacement. By identi-

fying which of these can directly influence vibratory response,

various stiffness parameters based on ship characteristics can be

obtained.

Ship vibratory frequency is influenced by bending

stiffness, as measured by ~ and shear stiffness aS measured by

$?.
The midship moment of lnertial) is approximately proportional

to BD3, and A is approximately proportiona 1 to D. Therefore, plots

of D vs L and B vs L will give an indication of the variation of

stiffness and, therefore, indicate changes in vibratory response

for certain ship types.

The mass distribution of structure and cargo are

functions of the block coefficient, deadweight, displacement and

ship type. The vibratory response of the ship is dependent on

the manner in which this mass is distributed, so that a plot of

one of the foregoing mass descriptions vs length is of interest.

It should be noted that the block coefficient also indicates the

form of the ship, which in turn, can be related to the hydro-

dynamic coefficients and wave-excitation forces .

The propeller-excitation forces are dependent

on the power delivered to the propeller, as well as on the pro-

peller, rudder and aperture design, therefore, a plot of SHP vs

L and SHP vs A or CB will be of interest.
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Ships that are designed in accordance with

classification society rules, reflect the strength and stiffness

requirements provided by those rules. Longitudinal strength re -

~irements in the ABS rules for ocean-going ships apply to

‘:essels having depths not less than one-fifteenth of their lengths

and breadths which do not exceed twice their depth . The basic

hull-girder section modulus is SM=C x B x f (CB + O. 5) , where the

...alue of c depends on the ship type and the value of f depends on

ship length. The required section moduli to the deck and bottom

are determined from the basic SM and the maximum still-water bend-

ing moment. Because the actual SM’ s or still-water bending

moments were not known for ships in this study, the basic section

xodulus , SM, was used. This was deemed adequate for comparison

-purposes.

It is evident from the SM formula that section

nodulus is a function of c, which is determined by ship type, f,

.~hich is a function of ship length, B, ship beam and CB, blOck

coefficient. Therefore, plots of SM vs length, beam and block

coefficient might be revealing. L/D’s varied from 9.5 to 13.0

for large-tank ships (11. O to 14.0 for smaller tankers) and from

10.0 to 14.0 for container ships . B/D ‘s for-large tank ships

varied from 1.5 to 2.3 (1.6 to 2.0 for other tankers) while for

container ships they varied” between 1.3 and 1.9.

For Great Lakes vessels , the ABS requirement

for section modulus is determined by the equation, SM=~LxBxD,

?xhere ~L is a, factor which varies with ship length, B is ship

beam, and D is the design draft. If the ship is longer than 712

ft. , the Ottawa (1967) Rules must be used. The section modulus

is then given by (O. OIL) 2 BZ ‘ where L is ship length, B is ship

5eam and E is a factor which depends on draft, depth, beam and

length. The same plots that were important for ocean–going

vessels are obviously important for Great Lakes ships .

The empirical formulas of Todd, Burrill, and

Schlick for estimating the fundamental frequency of hull vibra-

tion are of the form N=c ~ where N is the frequency of

.:ibration, c is a constant depending on ship type, and k is a

constant depending on whether or not 11added mass” is considered.

Therefore,
another :l”t ‘hOuld be A “s L and ‘lsO A . ‘or ‘a”e-

excited vibration ~ vs V should be considered.
AL

In the case of wave-excited vibration the rela-

tion of the 2-node natural frequency of vibration (that which is
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excited in this type of vibration) to the seaway spectral density

is extremely important and plots representing this relation are

given in Appendix C.

If the ship is considered as a beam statically

loaded by a point force> its bending stiffness can be measured

by ~ and its shear stiffness by GA

~
T-”

In addition, the midship

mom nt-of –inertia, I, is approximately proportional to BD3 for

a certain ship type and I./D, and A is approximately proportional

to D. Therefore, plots of these quantities will give an indica-

tion of the variation of static stiffness and therefore may

indicate changes in vibratory response for certain ship types .

5 .5.3 Miscellaneous Trends

Certain design trends and current practices are

not amenable to graphical representation due to lack of sufficient

data , or because they require exhaustive investigation which could

not be accommodated on this project. Some observations of the type

of trends and practices alluded to are made here.

1. Forebody and Afterbody Shape

End shapes exert considerable influence

on the exciting forces and the hydrodynamic coefficients involved

in propel ler~ s lam. and wave- induced vibrations. Invariably, the

bows of container ships have raked stems with small bulbs,

fine entrance and a relatively short transom stern. Modern

tankers and bulk carriers tend to have full ends with a bulb and

a cut-off cruiser stern. Such end shapes of vessels with high-

block coefficients result in added mass and damping coefficient

curves with steep slopes at the ship ends .

2. Corrosion Control and Higher Strength Material

Classification societies ‘ rules pro”ide for

taking advantage of the application of effective coatings by

allowing reduction in scant lings . The ABS reduction allowance

varies with structural members, howe”er, generally speaking the

reduction is 10 percent of the thickness but not more than O. 125

inch. The reduction allowances are not associated with the re-

quired hull-girder moment-of-inertia or the section moduli.

There fore, the affect of corrosion control on stiffness is not

appreciable. Also, it is not common for owners to specify cOr -

rosion control on the entire top and bottom girders .
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The application of higher-strength steels to

a POint where the entire tOp and bottom flanqes are fabricated

from them is common practice today. ABS rules permit reduction

in section moduli and the moment- of-inertia when higher strength ,

steels are used as compared to mild steel. Reduction in the

section moduli may be as much as 25 Y.. The associated moment- of-

inertia is rarely down to the reduced allowance value mainly be-

cause the L./D of tankers is generally much lower than the allow-

able.

3. Gas-Turbine Engines and Nuclear Propulsion

Should there be a trend towards the use of

gas turbines in the future it could influence the ship’ s vibra-

tory response. One of the advantages claimed for gas turbines

is that due to their compactness they can be located higher up in

the ship and then some of the prime space occupied by the conven-

tions 1 engine room can be devoted to cargo. This could alter the

structural arrangement and weight distribution aft.

The nuclear-propulsion system with its large

concentrated weight, structural support and radiation and colli-

sion-protection requirements can also be expected to alter the

stiffness and weight distribution. Again, this could result in

different vibratory responses.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

No criteria or guidelines which can be identified

explicitly with vibrations exist for hull stiffness .

The principal weakness of the existing methods for

the prediction of propeller. and slam-induced vibrations

is the lack of relatively quick and reliable procedures

to compute exciting forces .

The principal weaknesses of the existing methods for

the prediction of wave-induced vibrations are (1) the

lack of a validated procedure for computing hydrodynamic

coefficients of added mass and damping and (2) the lack

of rigor in accounting for the distribution of damping

along the hull and its effect in coupling the modes of

vibration.

Very little data are available to give separate values

for cargo, structural , and viscous damping in ships .

In ships with low stiffness , the very high modes of

hull response needed to determine propeller-excited

vibrations indicate that accurate predictions using

simplified ship computer models may be difficult.

In addition the high frequency and mode character of

the response indicates that local vibration problems

may be more prevalent than any associated with the

main-hull girder.

Propeller-excited vibratory response does not appear

to be affected appreciably by increases or decreases

of as much as 40 percent in the as-built ship stiffness.

The responses with the assumed magnitude of excitation

for the tank ship, the Great Lakes ore carrier, and the

general cargo ship were found to be acceptable from

human tolerance considerations throughout the stiffness

variation range.

Slam-induced vibratory response appears to vary measurably

with ship stiffness and the trends are uniform and con-

sistent (i .e . , increased stiffness increases response,

and decreased stiffness lowers response) . In the future,

as more becomes known about slam loads , it may be

desirable to develop criteria for ship stiffness based

on slam vibration.
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8. Large-tank ships and the Great Lakes ore carriers

aPPear tO be PrOne tO wave-induced vibration and

increased hull stiffness seems to have a beneficial

affect on limiting the response . However, the response

to wave excitation is extremely variable with regard

to ship speed, ship-length/wave-length ratio, and

the angle of encounter of the ship with the wave system sc

that the magnitude of the trends are not clearly defined.

A stiffness criteria related to first -flexural-mode

frequency may be desirable to limit wave- induced

vibrations .
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7. RECOMMENDATIONS

It has been stated previously that the investigation of

ship vibration requires knowledge of structural modeling, sources

and types of damping, propulsion system and seaway-induced loads,

and criteria for acceptable levels of vibration based on struc-

tural behavior, machinery performance, and human tolerance of

noise and vibratory motions. Of the foregoing, the sources and

types of damping and propulsion system and seaway-induced loads

are areas where adequate methods and procedures for predicting

such quantities are particularly lacking as stated in the

conclusions of Section 6.

Also, the parametric study undertaken in this report con-

sisted of a limited scope due to the limited size of the project.

The conclusions of Section 6 and the discussion given above

indicate that the work outlined below should be undertaken in

the future:

1. Initiate a research project on propeller-excitation

forces to obtain a better understanding of these and also reliable

engineering design oriented methods for their determination. This

project should include, at least, the following:

a. Determination of the variation of the forces with

propeller RPM. This is needed in order to predict

propeller-induced response over an operating range.

b. Determination of higher order blade-frequency components.

This will indicate the necessary degree of harmonic

analysis required for accurate prediction of the forces.

c. Determination of relative magnitude and the phase

relationships of bearing and surface forces and the

location of resultant forces.

2. Initiate a research project on slam loads to obtain a

better understanding of these and also reliable engineering design

oriented methods for their determination. This project should

include, at least, the following:

a. Description of the space-time history of the loads.

This includes the duration and shape of the force-

time history of the pulse, and the magnitude of the

impulse . Changes in any of these can result in

measurably different vibratory response.
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b. Determination of the influence of non-l inearities such

as large ship motion and large wave amplitude on the hydro-

dynamic coefficients. Slamming occurs when these non-

linear ities occur and changes in the hydrodynamic co-

efficients could significantly alter predicted response.

3. Initiate a research project on wave induced vibration which

includes, at least, the following:

a. Influence of forebody and afterbody shapes on excitation

forces . It has already been shown that these effects are

important both in this report and others.

b. Proper inclusion of the distribution of damping along

the hull in the computer model. The importance of this

has been discussed previously and the main effect is that

the modes of vibration are coupled.

c. Evaluate the existing methods for estimating added mass

and damping to assess their validity over the complete

range of excitation frequencies. Most methods have not

been validated for the range of wave excited vibration.
.

d. Consideration of combined horizontal-torsional vibration

as well as vertical vibration. In other than head seas

it is possible for this type of vibration to be excited.

4. Research to obtain greater understanding of and values for

cargo , structural and viscous damping . This could consist of a

literature survey, theoretical approaches, model, and full scale

measurements. The results would hopefully give a better under-

standing of these phenomena and ways of determining values for them.

5. Parametric analyses with extensive variations of dimensions,

speeds and headings of ships should be conducted. Although know-

ledge of better prediction methods for loadings, etc. , outlined

a,bove, would be helpful for this , the work could still be carried

out with existing knowledge to get a relative comparison between

different stiffness es. The more extensive parametric analysis would

serve to more or less conclusively show the relation between hull

stiffness and vibratory response.
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APPEND IX A - PARAMETRIC ANALYSES INPUT DATA

Glossary of Symbols for Hull Input Data

B = Buoyancy, in tons per foot of immersion per station space .

IB = DOuble-bottom-g irder inertia, in feet4 .

IH = Main-hull-girder inertia, in feet4 .

2
KAB = Double-bottom-girder shear area, in feet .

KAll = Main-hull-girder shear area, in feet2,

MB = DOuble-bottom ma~~, in tons per second2 per foot.

MH = Main-hull mass , in tons per secondz per foot.

S = Support-spring stiffness , in tons per foot per station space .
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3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

’20

21

’22

23

::

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

::

Kairi-H.ll-Girder Stjff.ess

.
_%_

55,000

59,000

63,500

66.800

71;000

75,000

79,500

84,300

89,500

94,000

99,300

100,500

110,400

114,500

117,000

118,000

118,000

118,000

118,000

118,000

118,000

118,000

118,000

118.000

118;000

118,000

118,000

117,800

117,000

114,800

112,000

107,000

100,500

91, oo0

82,500

75,000

68,000

62,500

56,000

53,000

49.000

43;500

36,500

25,000

>

18.20

18,40

18.55

18.70

18.90

19.05

19. ?0

19.60

19.90

20.20

20.70

21.20

21.70

22.13

22.00

22.00

22.00

22.00

22.00

22.00

22.00

22.00

22.00

22.00

22.00

22.00

22.00

22.00

22.00

22.00

22.13

21.70

21.20

20.70

19.70

15.20

10.80

11.00

11.20

11.45

11.80

12.65

12.65

12.65

DOuble-Sottom-Gi rder Stiffness

. .
~

10,000

10.000

10.000

10.000

10.000

10.000

10.000

10.000

10.000

10.000

10.000

10.000

10.000

10.000

10.000

10.000

10.000

10.000

10.000

10.000

10.000

10.000

10.000

10.000

10.000

10.000

10.000

10.000

10.000

10.000

10.000

10.000

10.000

10.000

10.000

10.000

10.000

50.000

105.830

77.890

63.700

64.280

65.000

65.0oo

~

2,000

2.000

2.000

2.000

2.000

2.000

2.000

2.000

2.000

2.000

2.000

2.000

2.000

2.000

2.000

2.O~o

2.000

2.000

2.000

2.000

2.000

2.000

2.000

2.000

2.000

2.000

2.000

2,000

2.000

2.000

2.000

2.000

2.000

2.000

2.000

2.000

2.000

2.000

2.113

2.214

2.449

2.740

2.800

2.800

~

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

:

0

0

0

0

0

0

:

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

16:,500

231,300

384,009

L,OOO, OOO

o

0

0

~

~

12. ?.00

28.170

48.440

71.410

92.220

106.930

116.260

120.890

121.930

121.93o

121.930

121.930

121.930

121.93o

121.930

121.930

121.93o

121.930

121.930

121.930

121.930

121.93o

121.930

121.930

121.930

121.930

121.930

121.930

121.93o

121.930

121.930

121.61o

120.570

118.600

115.010

109.090

101.190

92.04

80.56

67.10

53.10

31.32

14.35

0

0

.. . .. . . .

52.171

85.885

132.880

127.680

181.250

263.970

302.960

328.250

370.400

419.01o

456.180

494.280

512.710

513.020

513.220

394.110

321.120

321.860

322.2o0

385.770

501.570

502.240

503.070

392.360

324.090

324.670

325.610

335,260

396.190

392.790

389.490

384.230

315.870

360.980

341.390

268.890

280.790

241.100

155.920

122.630

65.490

36.600,

30,030

24.430

19.520

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

44.044

34.850

17.447

10.044

:

0

● Units are in t... , feet, and seconds.
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

E

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

::

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

32

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

:;

43

Main-K.ll -Girder stiffness

. .
~

S729

6875

8417

9917

6371

6371

6371

6371

6371

6371

6371

6371

6311

6371

6371

6371

6371

6371

6371

6371

6371

6371

6371

6371

6371

6371

6371

6371

6371

6311

6371

6371

6371

6371

6371

9257

9056

7951

5382

3410

2522

2035

>

3.270

4.290

6.800

8.080

10,740

10.740

10.740

10.740

10.740

10.740

10.740

10.740

10.740

10.740

10.74o

10.740

10.740

10.740

10.740

10.740

10.740

10.740

10.740

10.740

10.740

10.740

10.740

10.740

10,740

10.740

10.740

10.740

10.740

10.740

10.740

7.580

7.2o0

6.890

6.600

6.250

5.860

5.260

D3Ub1 e-Bottom-Girder Stiffness

_%_

13.180

13.180

13.180

13.180

13.180

13.180

13.180

13.180

13.180

13.180

13.18o

13.180

13.180

13.180

13.18o

13.050

13.050

13.050

13.050

13.050

13.050

13.050

13.050

13.050

13.050

13.050

13.050

13.050

13.050

13.270

13.270

13.270

13.27o

13.270

13.270

13.27o

17.490

10.40o

7.950

1.950

7.950

1.950

~

0.410

0.410

0.410

0.410

0.410

0.410

0.410

0.410

0.410

0.410

0.410

0.410

0.410

0.410

0.410

0.410

0.410

0.410

0.410

0.410

0.410

0.410

0.810

0.410

0.410

0.410

0.410

0.410

0.410

0.41o

0.410

0.410

0.410

0.410

0.410

1.430

1.430

1.430

1.430

1.43o

1.430

1.430

~

o

0

0

0

0

28,50o

28,500

28,500

28,500

28,500

28,500

28,5o0

28,50o

c!

30,750

30,750

30,750

30,750

30,750

30,750

30,750

30,75o

30,750

30,750

30,750

30,750

30,750

0

30,750

30,750

30,750

30,750

30,750

30,750

30,750

0

29,850

23,7o0

36,650

15,000

0

0

0

~

13.510

23.510

30.620

34.020

35.190

35.870

36.11o

36.45o

36.550

36.55o

36.550

36.550

36.550

36.5S0

36.550

36.550

36.550

36.55o

36, S50

36. S50

36.55o

36.55o

36. S50

36.550

36.550

36. S50

36.550

36.55o

36.550

36.55o

36.550

36.550

36,4so

36.11o

35.87o

35.090

33.920

31.100

26.880

21.380

15.800

8.993

0

Main-Hull Mass

~

3.180

7.082

16.880

26.616

33.743

36.667

38.754

40.171

42.920

44.000

44.025

44.142

44.193

44.215

44.363

44.545

45.090

46.043

46.099

46.155

46.230

47.352

47.908

48.023

48.132

48.135

48.134

48.246

48.382

48.503

45.893

44.672

44.773

44,267

43.194

41.092

34.743

20.214

22.119

18.821

13.950

5.537

6.990

DOuble-20tto.

J%_

0

1.651

3.418

6.453

8.647

9.669

10.576

11.168

12.227

12.682.

12.690

12.719

12.723

12.122

12.770

12.828

13.033

13.393

13.401

13.421

13.439

13.860

14.073

14.101

14.138

14.124

14.121

14.157

14.198

14.235

13.213

12.730

12.765

12.632

18.850

10.994

8.756

6.658

5.005

4.868

4.209

>.025

0



Table A-III

Prow,tle, of Main Eu1l and Double 3attom , MICHIW , Iaaded

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1:

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

2333

2833

3292

3764

4208

4708

5583

6264

6944

723<

7347

7208

6931

6819

6806

6875

7056

7250

7403

7458

7472

7444

7333

7069

6681

6569

6611

6806

7355

8017

1998

6770

5B47

5333

4958

4569

4139

3792

3417

3069

2764

2431

3.014

3.589

4.082

4.575

5.041

5.479

5.890

6.192

6.521

6.712

6.877

7.123

7.178

7.260

1.342

7.342

1.288

7.233

1.096

6.959

6.712

6.685

6.603

6.356

6.055

6.329

6.466

6.658

6.986

1.342

7.589

7.699

7.863

7.808

7.534

7.151

6.438

5,890

5.178

4.411

3.699

2.849

Double-Bottom-Girder Stiffness

lB

5.556

5,.356

5.556

5.556

5.556

5.556

5.694

6.528

7.639

10.218

13.194

17.222

20.278

23.333

26.111

29.028

30.556

32.222

33.472

33.889

34. o28

34.161

33.333

31.944

30.417

28.472

25.972

22.500

18.750

14.583

11.111

17.500

15.000

6.667

5.833

5.556

5.556

5.556

5.556

5.556

5.556

5.556

~

0.400

0.400

0.400

0.400

0.400

0.400

0.400

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

0.650

0.650

0.650

0.650

0.650

0.650

0.650

0.650

0.650

0.650

0.650

0.650

0.650

0.650

0.650

0.650

0.650

0.650

1.000

1.000

1.000

0.400

0.400

0.400

0.400

0.400

0.400

0.400

0.400

0.40 O

~
o

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

50,900

46,000

41,000

35,800

26,000

21,500

17,700

14,700

10,900

9,900

9,400

9,300

10,500

11, B30

13,400

15,300

19,600

22,300

24,700

27,400

31,600

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

‘o

0

0

0

0

0

~

~
1.597

1.857

2.749

3.117

6.240

8.283

10.586

13.074

15.674

18.051

20.169

22.100

24.143

26.014

27.709

29.083

29.974

30.383

30.457

30.457

30.457

30.457

30.457

30.457

30.457

30.4s7

30.457

30.309

29.974

29.491

28.711

27,634

26.186

24.514

22.169

20.800

18.794

16.380

13.520

10.711

7.986

5.460

2.971

MAin-mll M,,

&

6.834

7.337

7.569

1.793

8.142

9.017

10.373

14.959

18.537

20.653

22.765

25.012

24.363

21.011

28.563

30.149

32.573

35.687

38.489

39.269

39.432

39.446

37.643

34.270

33.731

32.940

31.771

37.808

31.138

36.119

34.602

32.435

28.304

24.055

19.139

16.906

12.176

9.833

7.909

6.083

5.449

4.008

1.150

Eouble-BOttoZI “ass

x=

3.247

3.287

3.327

3.353

3.399

3.407

3.433

4.836

7.967

8.598

9.242

9.982

10.182

10.500

11.686

12.855

13.855

15.805

11.397

17.753

17.868

17.882

16.912

14.848

14.589

14.236

17.213

18.727

18.074

17.542

15.433

14.166

11.473

5.204

3.116

3.064

2.025

1.908

2.028

1.923

1.382

1.294

0.468



Table A-IV

Data for Superstructure - Tank Ship

4 Decks in Superstructure

Superstructure connected to hull girder at nodal points

43 (aft) 38 (forward)

Distance from elastic axis hull girder to base superstructure

42.60 O

Distance between forward and aft connection points

75.000

Spring stiffness connecting superstructure to main girder

5.000E+05 5.000E+05

Masses (vertical) at aft and forward end of superstructure

16.000 16.410

Distance to Moment of

Deck No . Next Deck Shear Area Inertia Mass

1 14.760 9.500 50000.000

2

13.670

14.100 7.160 22100.000

3 14.700

9.030

4.700 9300.000

4

5.730

14.700 3.400 5100.000 3.980

Data for Propulsion System

Nodal points where couple from eccentric thrust is acting on

main girder 43 (aft) 38 (forward)

Nodal points where couple from eccentric thrust is acting on

bottom girder 49 (aft) 47 (forward)

Distance from elastic-axis bottom girder to elastic-axis

main girder 38. oOO

Distance between nodal points main girder 125.600

Distance from shaft to elastic-axis bottom girder 7.500

Distance between nodal points bottom girder 50.240

Stiffness (tOns/ft) Mass

Propeller 231120 3.670

Shaft 340960 1.340

Thrust bearing 115179 7.110

A-5



Table A-V

Data for Propulsion System - RYERSON

Nodal points where couple from eccentric thrust is acting on

main girder 41 (aft) 36 (forward)

Nodal points where couple from eccentric thrust is acting on

bottom girder 73 (aft) 71 (forward)

Distance from elastic -axis bottom girder to elastic-axis

main girder 26. ooO

Distance between nodal points main girder 85. OOO

Distance from shaft to elastic-axis bottom girder 8.750

Distance between nodal points bottom girder 34.000

Stiffness (tOns/ft) Mass

Propeller 250000 1.535

Shaft 92100 0.352

Thrust bearing 33380 1.200

A-6



Table A-VI

Data for Superstructure - MICHIGAN

4 Decks in Superstructure

Superstructure connected to hull girder at nodal points

34 (aft) 28 (forward)

Distance from elastic axis hull girder to base superstructure

17.000

Distance between forward and aft connection points

45.000

Spring stiffness connecting superstructure to main girder

2.000E+04 1.000E+05

Masses (vertical) at aft and forward end of superstructure

10.120 10.120

Distance to Moment of

Deck No. Next Deck Shear Area Inertia Mass

1 9.000 7.530 4600.000 7.300

2 9.000 4.550 3531.000

3

4.970

9.000 4.180 2300.000 3.970

4 9.000 4.180 1875.000 4.000

Data for Propulsion System

Nodal points where couple from eccentric thrust is acting on

main girder 34 (aft) 28 (forward)

Nodal points where couple from eccentric thrust is acting on

bottom girder 34 (aft) 63 (forward)

Distance from elastic-axis bottom girder to elastic-axis

main girder 32.160

Distance between nodal points main girder 75.000

Distance from shaft to elastic-axis bottom girder 11.100

Distance between nodal points bottom girder 26. oOO

Stiffness (tOns/ft) Mass

Propeller 108434 1.882

Shaft 83946 1.oO6

Thrust bearing 40000 2.331

A-7



Station

1

2

3

4

5

6

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

TABLE A-VI I

I Values, Tank Ship, Ballast

Hull Bending Stiffness, percent

60

0.120

0.300

1.540

3.220

3.800

1.090

0.900

0.800

0.720

0.660

0.600

0.555

0.510

0.480

0.450

0.430

0.405

0.380

0.360

0.340

0.320

0.300

0.275

0.250

0.230

0.220

0.230

0.245

0.275

0.330

0.410

0.500

0.620

0.750

0.870

0.970

1.o6O

1.160

1.290

1.530

2.600

0.900

0.150

0.020

0

80

0.110

0.260

1.440

3.320

3.830

0.960

0.780

0.675

0.600

0.550

0.490

0.450

0.410

0.380

0.350

0.330

0.310

0.290

0.270

0.250

0.230

0.210

0.190

0.170

0.160

0.150

0.145

0.155

0.180

0.240

0.310

0.400

0.520

0.670

0.800

0.890

0.970

1.070

1.200

1.410

2.660

0.860

0.120

0.010

0

A-a

100

0.100

0.230

1.360

3.400

3.850

0.860

0.680

0.575

0.500

0.440

0.390

0.350

0.310

0.280

0.260

0.235

0.220

0.200

0.175

0.155

0.140

0.130

0.120

0.100

0.085

0.072

0.060

0.065

0.080

0.150

0.220

0.310

0.430

0.600

0.740

0.820

0.890

0.980

1.130

1.320

2.68o

0.830

0.100

0

0

120

0.085

0.200

1.330

3.28o

3.700

0.790

0.610

0.500

0.430

0.370

0.320

0.280

0.250

0.220

0.190

0.170

0.160

0.140

0.125

0.110

0.095

0.080

0.070

0.060

0.050

0.045

0.040

0.040

0.O6O

0.100

0.175

0.260

0.380

0.540

0.690

0.780

0.850

0.940

0.080

1.290

2.660

0.830

0.090

0

0

140

0.070

0.180

1.300

3.140

3.750

0.730

0.540

0.430

0.360

0.300

0.250

0.220

0.190

0.160

0.130

0.110

0.095

0.O8O

0.070

0.060

0.045

0.040

0.030

0.025

0.020

0.020

0.020

0.030

0.045

0.065

0.130

0.220

0.330

0.480

0.650

0.740

0.810

0.910

1.045

1.260

2.640

0.830

0.080

0

0



Table A-VIII

~ Values, Tank Ship, Loaded

Station

1

2

3

4

5

6

8

9

10

11

12

13

14-31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

60

0.040

0.110

0.200

0.260

0.300

0.230

0.150

0.100

0.060

0.020

0.010

0

0

+

o

0.010

0.050

0.170

0.310

0.490

0.720

0.950

1.220

1.520

1.830

2.000

1.760

1.610

Hull Bending Stiffness, percent

80 100 120

0.040 0.040 0.040

0.105 0.100 0.095

0.195 0.190 0.185

0.255 0.250 0.245

0.295 0.290 0.285

0.240 0.250 0.255

0.165 0.180 0.190

0.115 0.130 0.150

0.075 0.090 0.100

0.035 0.050 0.060

0.010 0.018 0.025

0.003 0.005 0.007

0 0 0

+ + +

o 0 0

0.007 0.005 0.002

0.040 0.030 0.020

0.140 0.120 0.100

0.280 0.260 0.240

0.460 0.440 0.410

0.680 0.650 0.610

0.910 0.870 0.830

1.170 1.120 1.070

1.460 1.410 1.360

1.780 1.730 1.680

1.960 1.920 1.880

1.800 1.830 1.870

1.820 2.o4o 2.300

140

0.040

0.090

0.180

0.240

0.280

0.260

0.200

0.160

0.110

0.070

0.030

0.010

0

+

o

0

0.010

,0.080

0.220

0.390

0.580

0.800

1.030

1.310

1.640

1.840

1.900

2.590

A-9



Table A-IX

~ Values, RYERSON , Ballast

Hull Bending Stiffness , percent

Station

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

J5&

0.800

0.880

0.920

0.930

0.930

0.880

0.810

0.730

0.650

0.590

0.540

0.500

0.470

0.440

0.410

0.380

0.350

0.330

0.310

0.290

0.275

0.255

0.235

0.220

0.200

0.185

0.165

0.150

0.135

0.120

0.110

0.100

0.100

0.130

0.175

0.230

0.300

0.365

0.395

0.370

0.230

0.180

0.160

80

0.675

0.750

0.800

0.810

0.780

0.680

0.565

0.490

0.430

0.385

0.355

0.320

0.290

0.270

0.245

0.225

0.205

0.187

0.170

0.152

0.130

0.115

0.095

0.075

0.060

0.040

0.025

0.013

0.005

0

0

0.005

0.010

0.023

0.050

0.100

0.170

0.245

0.285

0.245

0.177

0.150

0.140

100

0.640

0.680

0.670

0.633

0.557

0.465

0.362

0.300

0.253

0.220

0.195

0.170

0.150

0.128

0.110

0.090

0.072

0.057

0.038

0.023

0.010

0.003

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.006

0.017

0.050

0.113

0.192

0.230

0.213

0.164

0.138

0.125

A-10

120

0.620

0.625

0.623

0.610

0.560

0.490

0.380

0.270

0.203

0.153

0.120

0.095

0.076

0.060

0.044

0.030

0.018

0.010

0.030

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.003

0.016

0.055

0.128

0.195

0.203

0.150

0.126

0.114

140

0.610

0.610

0.600

0.570

0.515

0.420

0.290

0.200

0.137

0.100

0.060

0.038

0.023

0.012

0.006

0.002

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.002

0.010

0.093

0.163

0.190

0.144

0.118

0.107



Table A-X

I Values , RYERSON , LOaded

Station

1

2

3

4

5

6

8

9

10-30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

Hull Bending Stiffness, percent

60 80 100 120 140

0 0 0 0 0

0.325 0.255 0.210 0.190 0.173

0.250 0.158 0.110 0.087 0.070

0.160 0.070 0.028 0.010 0.003

0.080 0.015 0 0 0

0.030 0.005 0 0 0

0.015 0 0 0 0

0.003 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

+ + + +

o

+

o 0 0 0

0.010 0 0 0 0

0.035 0 0 0 0

0.080 0.010 0 0 0

0.143 0.042 0.020 0 0

0.225 0.100 0.070 0.040 0.018

0.315 0.180 0.147 0.110 0.080

0.430 0.290 0.260 0.220 0.190

0.560 0.420 0.390 0.360 0.340

0.680 0.545 0.520 0.487 0.470

0.775 0.687 0.655 0.630 0.610

0.860 0.860 0.860 0.840 0.820

0.910 1.040 1.130 1.240 1.400

A-II



Station

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20-24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

Table A-XI

~ Values, MICHIGAN

Hull Bending Stiffness, percent

&

0.130

0.120

0.080

0.050

0.050

0.080

0.150

0.240

0.300

0.330

0.340

0.340

0.320

0.290

0.240

0.170

0.100

0.040

0

+

o

0.020

0.120

0.300

0.540

0.780

1.020

1.280

1.520

1.720

1.860

1.940

1.960

1.840

1.680

1.580

1.680

2.74o

0.820

J+&

0.140

0.130

0.095

0.055

0.045

0.070

0.140

0.230

0.290

0.320

0.330

0.330

0.310

0.280

0.230

0.160

0.090

0.030

0

+

o

0.020

0.115

0.290

0.530

0.770

1.005

1.260

1.500

1.690

1.780

1.905

1.920

1.800

1.665

1.590

1.760

2.860

1.140

100

0.150

0.140

0.105

0.060

0.040

0.060

0.130

0.215

0.275

0.305

0.315

0.315

0.295

0.265

0.215

0.150

0.080

0.025

0

+

o

0.020

0.110

0.280

0.520

0.760

0.990

1.245

1.480

1.655

1.700

1.870

1.880

1.770

1.650

1.600

1.840

2.97o

1.030

120

0.160

0.150

0.120

0.065

0.035

0.050

0.120

0.200

0.260

0.290

0.300

0.300

0.280

0.250

0.200

0.140

0.070

0.020

0

+

o

0.020

0.105

0.270

0.510

0.750

0.980

1.225

1.460

1.630

1.620

1.835

1.840

1.730

1.635

1.610

1.920

3.100

1.140

140

0.175

0.160

0.130

0.070

0.030

0.040

0.110

0.190

0.250

0.280

0.290

0.290

0.270

0.240

0.190

0.130

0.060

0.010

0

+

o

0.020

0.100

0.260

0.500

0.740

0.970

1.210

1.440

1.610

1.540

1.800

1.800

1.700

1.620

1.620

2.000

3.200

1.240
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APPENDIX B

PARAMETRIC ANALYSES RESULTS

TABLE B-O

CONVERSION TABLE FOR METRIC UNITS

by

ITEM PL OHED UNITS USED

ON CURVES ON GRAYHS Iv%TRIC EQUIVALENTS TO MSTRIC

Mul tiP1.Y

FREQUENCY OF

SNCOUNTER RAD/SECRAWSEC

VIBRATION

FREQUENCY

VELOCITY

ACCELERATION

VIBRATION

AMPLITUDE

SHEAR

SPRINGING

FORCE

STR41N RATE

oCt

BENDING IvXJ4ENT

CPM

IN/SEC

IN/SEC2

Fr

TONS

TONS

&

JIN2/LT-FT

FT2-SEC

IT-TONS

CPM

NM/SEC

IW5EC2

CM

METRIC TONS

METRIC TONS

&

Jxqm

M2-sEC

M-MTONS

2S.4

25.4

30.48

1.016

1.016

4.564

.093

.310

B-1



w

N

TABLE * 1
TANKSHIP (BALLA50

PEAK STERN VIBRATORY .4JWLI?JDE, VELOCITY. W AccEL~~TloN (51A. ‘s)..

● BLANK SPACES ! ND( CAIE NO AODl TIONA1

● . ALL ,“ T“E “CFJ, CAL C’, MCT, O,

SIGNIFICANT PEAKS

TA8LE B-11

T.4NK SHIP (BALLAST)

PEAK THRUST BE$RING AHPL ITu DE , VELOC! TY, MD ACCELERATION**

(PROP. STA. 1)

● SL.WK SPACES INDICATE NO ADDITIONAL SIGNIFICANT PEAKS

../,LL ,tl THE LONG IT”C.,ML 0, FKCTION



TAELf b- III

7WK S“, P (mm)
pEAK STERN VIBRATORY AMWTU DE, vELoc Iw, CWD AC CELEP.ATION (s T~45w

BE
b.

.35 .

(463)

Qo .334 .

[4861

100 .297 *

5001

120 .x

511) ●

140 .253 *

523)

AMPLITUDE

SHIP
-3 VELOCITY

ST IFF,, E5S
ACCELEMT, O,.,

(2)
~~N.:q

llN/sFc x15+
(I N{ SE C2 X163

. 32.4, + , ~~o,l .

. 32.48 , . 263.2 .

—

. 29.7 . *2 47.5 +

2 7,11
2 35.5

. . * ,

, 2 6.49 . ,2 >,,, .

● BLANK SPACES INDICATE NO ADDITIONAL SIGN(F, CANT PEAKS

,, *~~ ,~ ~,~ “kN,, ~A~ ~,REcT ,.”

.

—

—

.

—

.

—

TABLE B-,”

T#.!K 5“,, (LOADED)
PEAK THRU5T BEARING AHPLITU DE, VELOCITY, MD AC CELERATI ON..

(PRoP. 51A. 1)

● BLANK spAcrs INDICATE NO ADDITIONAL SIGNIFICANT PEAKS



TABLE 8-V

MICHIGAN (mm)
PEAK STEM V18M”TORY AHPLITUDE, VCLOCITY, AND ACCELEP.4TIOM**

(STA. 4,)

mPLITUDE

S“(P

$l~~ss
-3

$:,’::,,;

.519

60

.3G

*

(373) (536)

00 **. .,,, ,**

I

.[00 .497 .193

(395) ( 562) “

.439 258 .,64

120

(404) ( 420) ( 572)

.347 356 ,,46

140

(4101( 420) ( 580)

● BLMK SPACES I W! CATE NO ADDITIONAL s I GN I FI CA., PEAKs

● * ALL IN THE VERTIC.4L D, RECT, C,N

● . . ,~ m~~ ~“~, ~~8LE

TAME B-VI

MICHIGAN (LOADED]

PEAK THRUST BEARING AHPLITU DE, VELOCITY, AND ACCELER,4TI 0,.+*

(PROP. STA, ,)

● BLANK SPACES INOICAT[ NO ADDITIoNAL SIG!IIF, CANT PEP.(s

‘* ALL IN T!IE LONGITUDINAL C, IRCCTION

*** “~ t,~~~ ~“~, ~~~LE

i



w

&

T.8LE B-VII

RYE8SON (LOADEDI

PEAK sTERN VIBRATORY ANPL!WDE, VELOCITY, MID ACCELCMTION (5TA. 43)..

SHIP

ST) FFNES5

(%)

60

80

100

,20

{40

AMP IUTUDE

VELOCITY

(FT .163)
[.1 N CP”) (1”/sEc ..1

,35 .25 .15

25.20 26.63

[3601 (532) [590)

,24 .235 ,231

17.91 17.94

[3731 (382) 1550)

,262 .705

● 20.31 22.96

[388) (560)

.251 .107 .175

19.73 20. 7*

(393 ~ (5001 (56ol

,243 ,235 .181

23.81 23.50

(490 (500) (570) z
ACCELERATION

([ NISEC2 .16+

.7o !51.2 36.3 174.’

.&l !1.4 114.1 32. !

. 3].2 14.3 ,

.60 29.3 172.5 182. !

.63 194.5 195.8 196.

. BLANK SPACES INDICATE NO ADDITIONAL SIGNIFICANT PEAKS

,, ALL IN THE VERTICAL DIRECTION

1
TABLEB-VIII

RYERSO” (LOADED)

pE&K THRUST BEARING AWL ITUDE, VELOCITY, AND ACCELEPATIOW*

(PROP. sTA.1)

I

1“
SHIP

ST 1 FFNESS

(%)

60

00

100

,20

t

140

A* L17UDE

VELOCITY

(FT X164)

(. ‘IN [P)%) (l N/SECx1i4)”

.50 .45 .33

36. o 47.7 38.4!

3601 (530) (582)

\46 ,286 .253

28.43 31.06 30.3(

)19) (5471 (6001

.43 .278 .225

33.54 26.49 21.0

$90] (476) (6oo)

132 .307 ,252

33.94 25.05 30.2,

193) (4o8l (600)

.42 .37 ●

33.52 k4.4 ‘

)99) (600)

ACCELEP.4T IO,

(lN/SECz .16’

II

216 421.4 373

151 283 303

218 210.3 270

22,2 170,3 302

223 444 ‘

● 8LMK SPACES ,t401CATE NO ADDITIONAL SIGNIFICANT PEAKS

** ALL IM T“: LONG, ,“LI, MAL D, RECT ,0,

-
1



1ABLE 8-1X

RyER30,4 (BALLAST)

PEAK 5TEQJI “,8 PWOR< #JWITU DE, VELOCITY, AND &CCELERAT, ON (sT4. 43),,

TABLE B-x

RYERSON (BALLAST)

PEAK TRUST. 8EARIIw AwLITUDE, VELOCITY, AND ACCELERATION . .

(PRoP. STA. t]

SHIP

5T\~Ess

80

100

120

14’0

AXPL ,:T”DE

VELOC, TY

(FT .IS3)

(w ‘1, CM) (lN/sEc J)

.41 .39 .251

3!.34 31.98 30.1:

382 ) (410) (600)

10 I .217

. 34.46 21.95 =

4301 (552)

i19 .222

36.86 24.86 .

440) (560)

129 22

, 38.50 25.03 *

,49) (570)

173 .421 .239

29.09 38,34 27.2

307) (455) (570)

,,CC ELER4T 10N

(1 NISEC2 xli3

1

99.6 218.5 301

46.8 2Z0.2 S

70.1 232.1 ~~~

87.9 238.4 *

149.1 290.9 259.

● BLANK 5PACM ,lNolcAm NO .4001 TIONAL s IGN I FI CANT mm

9* ALL IN THE L014GIT”0, ”AL D, RECTIOH



m

.

u

S.92

11.83

11.83

17.75

17.75

23.66

1
SIJ1,—- :\Ti,;

STII:IWS
lIF,”JJ1! J.. -.@-—-

!1..<1 SC., 60

80

. :$

Icad SC.!

bad s..,

em $,2, s

!d seas

W &as

d seas

.140

60

]fi

120

140

60

1::

120

140

60

80

100

120

140

60

lM

120

140

60

10-:0

60

80

100

120

140

-——
Vm

rmrm

_[~c>l@l

.0””,, >

.0011026

,000012

.0”,802,

00?023

.01577

.00814

.00111

,000’31

.00030

.08320

,10511

.0581>0

,02056

.02237

,07582

.00855

.00174

.00030

.00033

,4174

!N1Y3

.9000

.0224

.1891

——
lL?t”!ST

[c.. D2.1.9:

.00422

.042s

,03496

..00.!S6

.0260

.0294

.0590

.0607

.063>

.3.370

.25’,2

.8722

.0387

.0243

,0059

,2852

.0108

.0122

.0197

.327

.781

.2304

,747

,.498s

Wmwi

W.1A5T

LD.LIO!J

, CM03

.0489

.11s5

.0302

.0066

.1667

.0586

.0142

.(U333

00s4

.lCU

.553

.153

.522

.233

,1, a ,1 G,$”,

pw ,,

Jhm!

.00127

.03021

.0084

.0864

.02;7

.1179<

.09472

nso[l

.0161

;05s3

,.0350

,,5150

.0162

.0!19

.WD15

.CJW3

Cnmol

.0M7,

Z .608

.380

1,512

.1411

TABLE H X11

RWRSON (LOADED) 140% ST! FFNESS

HEAD SEAS, v. :20 F7/s Ec.

Enc.v. ter , 7.X Bzmn am.d , n g M.., Bend ,

Fr.quency -“, “myt _:mer t M...” ,Pd.. Bend :.9

*u–sE=.!— —.— ah-al .
J!Q.-—QL

1.273 ,2,619 2,619 3,449 62.4

, 1 ,s.49, -3,200 3,200 3,314. ;’ 1,148

,1.675 :2,807, 2,807 2,883 ~ 2,359.

,1.736 ‘ 5,68o 5,680 7,809 ..2, t66

,1.772 .8,307/ 8,301 5,345 .12 ,560

1.795* , $50>276 50,276 40,120 23,013

, 1.819 .. 9,654 9,654 18,201, .– 5,263

,1.854 3,300 -3,300 .1,687. 4,9!5

!.910 /1,205 1,205 .1 ,381 ‘1.609
—. ———

.,2.021, ~ 989 .9 .39 826 575

. 2.229 .. 247 . 207 248 , 137

● f”ndamn M I frequency

Head seas V +?. 0

[ncnimt. r rkmw HiZxv

frequency Nment mme” t

rud/ssS1 (25 ?des) (3 WSJ

4.267. ,~95 .211

A.541’ 1.3 ..2.9.

/1:66? . 25z 253

h .?28: 125 .,.126

/7 .764 C 61 61

/1 ,7874 7>5
7 ii

/1.811 30 ‘ 30

A .*65
., .,,

4.43

A.9n2 /-13 ,’.. 12
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FIGURE 8-11
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FIGuRE B-23
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APPENDIX C

TRENDS

TA8LE C-1

CONVER,SION TABLE FOR METRIC UNITS

TIE% PIOTI’ED

ON CJJRVES GRAPHS WTRIC FQUIWLENTS ‘m METRlc

LENGTH FEET mRs x.3048

BEAM FEST MlmRS X. 3048

DRAFT FFET mTERs X. 3048

DEWH FEET ME’IERS x.3048

m LONG TCNS MiTRIC TONS x1.016

DISPIACEMENI LONG TONS MiXRIC TCltS x1.016

SHF HORSEPOWER HOPuSEmR

v

SN

EI/L3

EI/L3

I/AL3

‘N

L/B

L/D

B/D

%

KNclrs

IN2-FT

IN-LB/IT2

L8/FT

IN2/LT-1=1

KNOTS

~2.M x1.966

GWKG/M2 x12.401

(M-KG/Mz x148.816

@12/NT-M x20.832
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